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A note on terminology and chord symbols
This study of tertiary jazz pianists’ individualised approaches to practice and performance
is set out in three volumes as follows: Volume 1, Thesis; Volume 2, Transcriptions; and
Volume 3, Appendices.
Practise and practice
Australia follows British spelling conventions where “practise” is a verb and
“practice”, a noun. In this thesis the distinction is helpful because it draws particular
attention to the ways musicians intentionally and systematically set out to develop
competence as a jazz practitioner.
Chord and voicing
The terms “chord” and “voicing” are used interchangeably throughout this thesis.
A “chord” consists of two or more tones sounded together, and “voicing” relates to how a
musician has arranged or “voiced” the notes of a chord.
Abbreviations and chord nomenclature
The following abbreviations related to my analytical framework of the study data
appear throughout the thesis and transcriptions (see Chapter 6):
Mode of Jazz Practice—MoJP
Jazz Practising Concept—JPC
Practising Strategy—PS
In addition, the thesis and transcriptions employ standard jazz harmony nomenclature and
abbreviations, including:
major 7 – maj7
minor 7 – m7
dominant 7 – 7
diminished – °
augmented – +
An altered chord tone or extension is indicated by a “#” symbol if raised and “b” symbol
if lowered. Altered and added notes are placed in parenthesis to avoid confusion, for
example: C7(b9), C7(add4), or Cm7(b9).
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Summary of Volume 3 Appendices

Volume 3 Appendices is divided into four sections. Following is a summary and
description of these sections, and their respective forms and purposes.
Appendix A: Set repertoire
Appendix A provides the set repertoire given to the participants in the study.
These consist of two lead sheets sourced from The New Real Book Volume 1 (Sher,
2005c, p. 249) and The New Real Book Volume 2 (Sher, 2005b, p. 157). The pieces
consisted of two contrasting jazz standards: the ballad “In Your Own Sweet Way” by
pianist Dave Brubeck, and the bop-oriented rhythm changes piece “Oleo” by saxophonist
Sonny Rollins. These lead sheets set out the melody, harmonic progression, and 32-bar
AABA structure.
Appendix B: Participant interviews
Appendix B contains the eight semi-structured interviews that were conducted
with each participant at the conclusion of their week of practice and immediately
following the scheduled performance of the set repertoire. The purpose of the interviews
was to gain a detailed understanding of each participant’s musical background, interests,
goals, and approaches to practising and performing jazz. A total of 42 interview questions
were devised and categorised under eight headings (see Chapter 4). These addressed the
participant’s demographic and musical background, their musical influences, typical
practice routines, their pedagogical influences, their recorded practice sessions and the
subsequent recorded performances, as well as where they received advice from regarding
jazz practising. The interviews were typically 30–40 minutes in duration, resulting in 4
and a half hours of recorded interview data in total. Where music lecturers and teachers
were named in the interviews, these have been recorded using alphabetical pseudonymns,
Teacher A, Teacher B and so on, in no particular order. These are applied consistently,
that is, each time the same teacher is mentiond, she or he is represented by the same
alphabetical letter.
Appendix C: Practice session tables
Appendix C provides the 27 recorded practice sessions that were archived
systematically in order to represent each participant’s practice session/s. These tables
were catalogued according to (i) the set piece being rehearsed, (ii) the chorus number of
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that particular practice session, (iii) the starting time of each chorus in the recorded
sequence, (iv) the MoJP/s that applied in the session, (v) the JPC/s applied in the session,
(vi) the PS/s applied in the session, and (vii) the formal structure of each chorus being
practised (e.g. AABA). It is recommended to view the practice session videos using the
YouTube hyperlink presented at the top of each table. These links have been marked
“unlisted” on YouTube, meaning that they can only be accessed using the supplied URLs.
Besides being encouraged to record a minimum of one hour of practice over the
course of a week, there were no other requirements with respect to how long and how
frequently the participants should practise. Further, there were no instructions regarding
what or how they should practise the set repertoire. On the contrary, in an attempt to
simulate an authentic “individual” practice session commensurate with their usual day-today practice routine, the participants were in fact encouraged to make all such decisions
themselves. A key objective of the study was to gain insight into each participant’s
practising approaches from the insider’s point of view, as a means to comprehend their
metacognitive processes. Hence an emic perspective was achieved, since throughout their
recorded practice sessions, participants were encouraged to verbalise what they were
practising, how, and why. Overall, eleven hours of recorded practice data was gathered in
total.
Appendix D: The University of Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC)
approval
Appendix D supplies a letter of approval, participant information statement,
participant consent form, and a flyer advertisement that were devised and approved by
the University of Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC).
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Appendix B
Participant interviews
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Interview—Participant #1
Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Friday 4th April 2014 at 11am
Profile
Name: Sean
Age: 21
Gender: Male
Tertiary Institution: Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Degree: Bachelor of Music
Major: Jazz Performance (Piano)
Current year of study: First year
Credentials: Advanced Diploma of Music (TAFE)
Occupation: Full-time student and musician
Musical background
How long have you been playing the piano?
I think I started when I was about 12, but before that I had this keyboard around the
house that I treated more like a toy. A friend of mine gave me piano lessons and I sort
of learned to play with two hands and then I stopped getting lessons because I was a
stupid kid, and then I kind of got kicked into gear again when I was around 16.
Were you classically trained or did you follow a popular music pathway?
I guess pop music yeah.
Did your teacher ever show you other directions? You had a teacher the
beginning or you said you had a friend…
Yeah, a friend of the family sort of gave me lessons for a bit just. Just sort of showed
me like, it was really basic stuff like you know playing like (plays on the piano).
Apart from that though it sounds like you were self-taught, you sort of worked
your way around?
Sort of until around TAFE when I started studying music properly. Yeah, but um yeah
she sort of just showed me basic stuff and then, I was always in contact with her just
because she was a family friend so she showed me music and stuff. Yeah I’d say it’s
was probably more jazz pop, that’s the sort of stuff she was teaching me.
How long have you been playing jazz?
Um, it was probably around when I left school that I started playing, like learning
standards and stuff. That would have been 2011. Let’s say like late 2010.
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Was “playing by ear” part of your training? If so, describe how?
Um, yeah. I guess so.
Was it more informal or formal?
Well definitely informal yeah. I just sort of try and pick up things by ear. I sort of
knew how to read music a bit but not like when I’d see a triplet I’d be like “what is
that?”
Musical influences
Who are your influences and what kind of music do you listen to?
I think a big one for me starting off was classical music. Like I listened to a lot of
Debussy and Ravel and Stravinsky and then kind of Argentinean tango music like
Piazzolla and that kind of, through the Spanish music lead me to jazz I guess. I kind
of heard Miles Davis and Gil Evans. Gil Evans is a big influence for me and then I
guess Irish music a lot. I listen to pretty recently I’ve been listening to a lot of Irish
music. Like traditional sort of Celtic. A bit of Electronica I guess as well, I’m a big
fan of Bjork and like some minimalist stuff as well. I try to listen to as much as I can I
guess.
In terms of jazz what other musicians would you say?
Well Coltrane is a big one for me. Um, Kurt Rosenwinkel for sure, he’s probably the
only guy that I’ve ever been like, I wanna know and play exactly like him you know.
Brad Mehldau as well, I’ve been listening to a lot of him. I guess there’s the main
guys like McCoy, Herbie, Monk.
Is there any particular ways these “influences” have impacted you
subconsciously or consciously?
I think the thing I’ve noticed most about those guys is that they all have like a
particular thing that they do. Like McCoy’s got his you know, the whole 4ths voicings
(plays example on the piano) and pentatonics and going up a semitone for like two
bars and then coming back down you know? And then like, if you do that it’s just. It’s
the same with like Errol Garner and Monk and stuff. If you do the stuff they do it’s
kind of like a…it’s kind of like you’re just putting on a facade and like putting on a
mask and going “hey look at me! I’m doing McCoy’s thing”. And I think that’s really
admirable that they have achieved that.
It’s something no one’s ever done sort of thing and that’s theirs and they can
claim that.
Yeah, that’s right. So I think I try to strive for that in my playing whilst still being sort
of informed by them. Not just like in a philosophical way, yeah.
Use them to sort of get you to that area?
Yeah, that’s right yeah I suppose you could say it like that. More just like coming up
with things that, putting my own spin on things that they’ve done you know instead of
just sort of doing what they’ve done because the reason those guys is the whole…that
they haven’t really…I mean that they’ve crafted their own way of doing things.
Re-invent the music in a way?
Yeah, I guess so.
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Practice routines
How often do you practise?
Well, I would every day I think for a few hours. I’m not very good at structuring but
I’d say, if I had the chance I would be doing every day. It’s just sometimes I get, like
I’m not home for most of the days so I don’t get the chance but yeah.
Explain how your usual day-to-day practice session is structured?
Well, I’ve been trying to do a lot of like… it’s not really structured. I just sort of work
on stuff, tunes that I’m going to be playing or tunes that I have to learn or that I want
to learn. I tend to work on voicings a bit recently um, towards the end, like applying it
to the song. And then, I’ve been practising reading a bit recently so I guess you could
say I do repertoire, chords and or like voicings, harmony stuff, and then reading. Yeah
I try to fit that in.
So currently, they’re your main boxes that you want to tick to improve?
Yep, that’s right.
What sort of things with voicings would you do with a piece?
Recently I’ve been doing the whole 4ths thing (plays example on the piano). So I’ve
just been going, you know, ii-V-I, that sort of thing and then you know going from the
7th and figuring out where to invert it and just trying to memorise that in all keys.
And what about things like guide tones?
Yeah, I haven’t really looked at that for a while. I’ve gotta refresh on all that stuff, cos
that kinda the first thing I learnt and then I got on to the whole A and B voicings
(plays example on the piano) you know the rootless thing. Yeah and I’m trying to add
something else now. And like just going in 5ths instead of 4ths like (plays example on
the piano).
And what about things like upper structures? Have you looked into that?
Yeah, a little bit. I tend to, whenever I see a Bb13#11 which isn’t very often, I’ll just
tend to do that (plays upper structure voicing on the piano). C triad over a Bb. I
haven’t really practised that in all keys or anything, I just sort of remember in certain
keys but I should really take that around.
So you can use something that you really like, like that chord and then apply it to
another key and that’s sort of how you get that overall understanding of it. Is
that how you’d say? Like a puzzle?
I guess so. Yeah, it’s not really like trying to understand it’s just trying to be
comfortable with it under my hands like I get how these chordal voicings work but
it’s one thing to sort of get it and be like “oh yeah, cool”. But I kind of if it’s
something that I want to be able to do I kind of think I have to drill myself with those
sort of exercises and taking it around all the keys and just ingrain it in muscle
memory.
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What kind of aims do you give yourself within each practice session? So you sort
of listed those already. At the moment you said reading and voicings.
I tend to focus more on aims rather than structuring it which is something I want to fix
later on. I want to come up with a practice sort of schedule to be a bit more structured.
Especially when I get busy, I don’t have time to go through everything.
And you can be really overwhelmed with how much stuff there is to look at as
well? You can spend a whole lifetime on one particular area.
Yeah that’s right. You could spend a whole lifetime exploring the whole 4ths thing I
mean like that’s the basics. McCoy had so many different ways that he used them.
Are there any forms of separate drills or technical exercises you are familiar
with when learning a piece?
Um, I guess technical exercises. Just like scales, arpeggios. I’ve got this one that I
really like to do that’s good for finger independence which is just (plays example on
the piano). It enforces you to use all your fingers. I think Brahms sort of devised that
one. But um, yeah not that many, just kind of scales and arpeggios and making sure
I’m doing like fingering the right way in terms of technical.
And how did you hear about that Brahms idea? Was that by reading or word of
mouth?
No. My first teacher showed me that one. So I got lessons round the end of 2012 with
this teacher and he was very classical based. He was like “finger independence is
really good to develop” so he showed me that. It’s not like one of those technical
exercises where you do it, after a while you sort of sort of get used to it, it just always
seems hard like it’s weird, yeah. He says he does it every day—it really helps warm
up.
Do you regularly train your aural skills? If so how?
I guess so, not heaps everyday. I’m a bit inconsistent with it but I guess you could call
it regularly. Um, I just use Good Ear on the internet cos I don’t have any software or
anything but when I can, if I have the time I’ll try and use Auralia here at uni which is
better. But um, yeah just Good Ear at the moment. Or I like sit at the piano and try to
sing like an arpeggio. I haven’t done much of that stuff but it’s something that I’d like
to later on.
Do you read about jazz masters, tradition or historicism?
Yeah, I guess so. I kind of always, just with the Internet you’re gonna find anything
really like I’ve just been reading every now and then about interviews with people
and like watching video of jazz pianists and whatever. That whole tradition thing kind
of interests me in a way because it’s kind of like, it’s sort of like an ends to a means, I
see it and there’s kind of a lot of views in that. Even just the teachers like they’re
pretty divided. Like [Teacher A] will tell me “you’ve got to find your own voice” and
then [Teacher B] is like “you have to know every like everything you can first and…”
So they’re contradicting each other, what do you do then?
Well I just kinda go, I think I’m leaning more towards [Teacher A’s] mindset already
so it’s not that hard to choose. But yeah it just interests me as to like, you know that
learn the rules before you break them. It’s kind of, it’s kind of like so much more
complicated than that I think and yeah it kind of interests me.
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So you’ve got this advice from [Teacher A] and then you’ve also got your own
research, just reading stuff on the internet to help you and guide you in a
direction maybe?
Yeah I guess so and just hearing like, you know some of my favourite musos, I don’t
know what tradition they’re coming from. You can sort of hear but like they’ve really
done something with it or they’ve meshed two different things. It’s not like they’re
paying homage to any real tradition it’s sort of, it seems more like they’re, they have
influences and then they add them to their music it’s not like they really consider
whether it’s traditional or, yeah. Well that’s how it sounds to me I guess.
Do you transcribe, notate or analyse music? If so, specify what material? (lead
sheets, voicings, jazz solos, learning licks)?
Um, yeah I transcribe solos, not so much full solos, I’ve gotten to that recently but I
do transcribe licks and things like that and voicings. Just stuff that pianists do mainly
and I try to transcribe charts as well if I want to learn a song that doesn’t have a chart
I tend to transcribe.
Pedagogical influences
What educational jazz material are you familiar with?
Well one that helped me was the Mark Levine Jazz Piano Book I think everyone sort
of gets on to that. Would Real books count? I’ve got like a big pdf file full of real
books. And I’ve also recently got this book, same deal pdfs um it’s a Berklee Press
book I think it’s called The Complete Arranger and then another one by Sammy
Nestico I think it’s just called Jazz Arranging Techniques. I’ve been more interested
in just the nuts and bolts of like, you know like a saxophone’s range or something.
Like if I want to write something for a saxophone section I might write it too high or
something so it’s good to have that book as a reference and how to voice chords and
stuff and you can apply it to piano as well I guess.
Is there any textbooks that you guys use?
We got given this one recently. Jazz Arranging Techniques: From Quartet to Big
Band by Gary Lindsay. And also the Aussie Jazz Real Book.
Do you use any form of technology to help yourself practise?
I use a metronome. Just a mechanical one that I’ve got at home um and backing tracks
when I can find them. On YouTube you can find a lot of play along tracks just by
typing in the name and then play-along. And um I’ve got this CD on my computer
that’s just rhythm changes in all keys and I should really get around to doing that.
Yeah just those sort of things cos I don’t have a smart phone so I haven’t been able to
get iReal.
The recorded practice sessions
What was your approach to learning and practising the set pieces? What did you
prepare to work on?
Well with “Oleo” I already had played it before and I guess I knew it but not very
well. I wouldn’t say I was hugely familiar with it but I could play the melody um, and
it is just a rhythm changes. But I think with that one, because we’ve just been learning
bop stuff in our impro class I didn’t really practise the tune per se but I practised like
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just turnarounds like (plays example on the piano) that sort of you know the typical
turnarounds which I’ve never actually done until I came here. And you know, it’s the
whole bop language. So I was just practising that because I think it’s a good thing to
practise over rhythm changes. That was kind of the whole approach just more
analysing harmony and shedding licks and stuff like that.
And what about with “In Your Own Sweet Way”?
That one it was more about getting the stride going. Cos I’d played that one before but
I’d hadn’t committed it to memory.
So memory was also a part of your practice?
That’s right, yep. And um yeah just getting the left hand going so I just slowed it
down drastically until it became a bit more comfortable
What were your goals in achieving both of those approaches?
I guess being able to solo in a more bop sort of oriented way for “Oleo”.
What about the other piece? More stride, achieving that harmony?
It was more about playing the melody with the stride. I mean I’d like to get into more
stride stuff as well I guess to be able to solo over it with stride sort of language but I
didn’t get around to that.
What type of method(s) do you find helpful with working these things out?
It was sort of figuring out different things that worked like I might stop instead of just
sort of playing (plays example on the piano). I’d try and do like figuring out walking
in tenths like (shows example) or like (shows another example) and like the chordal
thing (shows example) which I’m still a bit shaky with but just slowing that down and
like figuring out what to do. So it’s not like in time just like actually working out what
would be good to do and then trying to do it in time later.
What practising strategies did you find effective and what one’s did you find
ineffective?
Um, effective I think that, what I tried then. Ineffective I guess was just repeating bits
that I knew over and over like the A section for example of “In Your Own Sweet
Way” I kind of got pretty familiar with it just because every time I would play the
form there was three goes at the A section and then just one go at the B section and I
found that I was really good at those A sections. And just sticking to what I’ve
already become comfortable I guess in ineffective.
Did you ever listen to sample recordings of the repertoire for musical reference?
Yeah, I listened to actually just the Brubeck one. It was the quintet one. I just found a
video on YouTube I’m not sure what the album that it’s from and I saw some other
stuff as well but it was like live what I found at least.
And what was your intention there? Was it to see how other people do it?
Yeah, I was actually looking for a stride rendition.
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Did you ever speak your thoughts? If so did it help or hinder during the practice
sessions?
Ah, not much. I think I do sometimes when I’m practising like something in time and
I tend to go “ah” or “damn”.
Do you find that helps reinforce things or does that hinder?
I think that in particular, I don’t think that really helps but like maybe saying the
chord like I’ll be like ah what was the chord? You know F7 (plays chord) I might do
that to sort of. Not loud or anything but I don’t know if it helps really.
Did the recorder make you feel pressured at anytime?
Ah not really. At first before I started it sort of did but then I realised it was recording
practice not recording a performance so I was just like ok I will just do what I kind of
normally do.
The recorded performances
What are your thoughts of your performances today?
Um, still think I need a bit of work with the B section in “In Your Own Sweet Way”
and just really nailing the left hand and “Oleo” I thought I um, kept forgetting the end
of the A section melody the (plays example). I kept doing the other thing um and yeah
just general familiarity with the melody I didn’t really practise, focus on that much so
I think I should’ve.
What about your soloing and things like that?
Um, ah…I was ok. I think practising rhythm changes on my own is not something I’d
do very often. Whenever I sort of practise it I imagine that I’m playing with a band
and just sort of do chords up here like I would if I’m comping myself. But yeah, just I
think I’m not very, I wasn’t very solid in keeping my own accompaniment up
Did you prepare something similar to what you had been practising or did you
perform something that was new and unfamiliar?
Um, no it was pretty similar to what I had been practising.
What were your goals during the performances?
Um, not sure…I just kind of wanted to nail the tune more than anything.
What aspects of your playing did you feel most confident with and what aspects
of your playing would you like to have improved?
I guess the kind of internalised thing of the form but I think areas that I’d like to do is
to really be able to suggest the form, like the harmony more than anything. In terms of
accompaniment like comping myself like kind of being a bit more, like it’s more of a
solo piano sort thing rather than sort of playing what I would do if I had a band with
me.
So would you be more comfortable with a band?
Ah, yeah yeah for like, “Oleo” definitely.
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Like you said though earlier, you’ve internalised the form. So if you’re sightreading a chart on the spot would it be easier to know exactly the form and the
harmony? Or would you be ok looking at a chart and soloing?
Ah, I think I’d be ok. But I’d definitely prefer to have it by memory yeah. But having
said that I think today I was a bit rocky on the form with “Oleo”. I wasn’t sure but I
might have missed an A.
Jazz practising advice
Have your teachers taught you ways to practise? How have they advised you to
practise jazz?
Um, they haven’t really spoken...
So there’s no specifics—it’s sort of your own pathway?
Yeah, no they’ve spoken about like jazz, they’ve sort of showed me tools to apply
more than anything so far. Um, they haven’t really been like “you should practise
your practice session in this way”.
Yeah, I think it should be like that because learning English when you’re
younger you sort of…if you’re a parent to a child you wouldn’t say “you don’t
speak that way” or wouldn’t give them specific grounding rules they sort of
interpret things their own way.
Yeah, yeah.
Do you teach jazz piano yourself? How would you teach someone else to
improvise?
Um, I don’t give lessons but I have given some basic jazz harmony lessons to a flute
player at UNSW who was wanting to learn how to voice chords and things like that.
So more just jazz theory lessons I guess.
And how did you help out that flute player with ideas? What was your
approach?
It was just sort of the same sort of thing that I’ve been taught where it’s just showing
him the tools but I kind of also told him like how to think about it cos like if you were
practising ii-V-I’s right you’re doing them this way (shows example on the piano)
you’re not going to be playing the bass in the left hand you might be doing that (plays
another example on the piano) and then you can then you can just start transposing
like that. It just starts to become a sort of like… I couldn’t tell you what some of those
keys were but I knew they were ii-V-I’s do you know what I mean? Like I was trying
to hit him away from falling into that. Like I always sort of know what’s going on
under your fingers. Cos it’s really easy to just drill yourself with patterns like, I think
it’s easier on guitar, but you can kind of get into that thing of like “oh ok if I do this
and that just becomes minor…”
This is what I have to do every time? I’ve fallen into that hole myself.
Yeah you might not even know what’s going on behind your fingers but you’re
playing ii-V-I’s do you know what I mean? Like when I was practising these ii-V-I’s I
realise that once you get to this one (plays example on the piano) the next one in the
cycle is just turning that into a minor chord and then doing the same shape and then
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after a while I was like “wait what key am I in?” So I was like trying to hit him away
from that I guess.
Is there anything that you self-discovered during any of the practice sessions or
performances?
Yeah I guess so. The whole stride thing was completely new to me so I um…I learnt a
lot about what works and what doesn’t like things that I would try out would be like
“oh that doesn’t really sound appropriate”.
And developing your bop?
Yeah, that too. Same with “Oleo” I guess.
What areas do you find important for jazz piano? I was interested in what you
were talking about how you said earlier. You were saying like when you read
about jazz, you learn the harmony, you’re really interested in those sort of areas.
So what would be some main areas for you to reference for jazz piano?
Um, I think just really knowing or really trying to understand what’s going on and
what you’re attracted to because there is so many different facets.
Yeah, but what sort of specifics? Like how you said with voicings and...
Oh, right well I think there’s always basics that you need to get down like and they
will help you along like you know ii-V-I you can’t really be a jazz musician without
knowing how to play a ii-V-I. Yeah, just really basic things like that, being able to
build chords, knowing your scales, knowing them in all keys, you know um your
chord scales choices in like a minor chord, major chords, dominant chords that sort of
thing. Like just theory knowledge and also ear training I guess is really good like,
rhythm is really important and time. I guess these are sort of aspects that to all styles
of music though. I think it’s kind of all just Western music pedagogy you know it’s
kind of important to every style like not so much specifically jazz but, yeah. I’d say
that’s pretty big to know yeah.
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Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Thursday 10th April 2014 at 12pm
Profile
Name: Linus
Age: 21
Gender: Male
Tertiary Institution: Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Degree: Bachelor of Music
Major: Jazz Performance (Piano)
Current year of study: Third year
Credentials: Early AMEB Piano
Occupation: Full-time student and musician
Musical background
How long have you been playing the piano?
Maybe 11 years.
Were you classically trained or did you follow a popular music pathway?
Ah, classical.
So that was your AMEB?
Yeah yeah, I only started getting jazz lessons when I got to university. I mean I was
getting into jazz by myself but I wasn’t having any kind of lessons. So I always had
classical lessons and in VCE, cos I was in Victoria, I did um, I did music performance
for that and I did popular music for that. Instead of classical you could choose from
like doing popular or classical.
And did your teacher have any connection to any influence on what music you’re
doing or did you just decide for yourself?
Yeah, he did. But also he was kind of open. He had a small jazz understanding so he
was open to me.
How long have you been playing jazz? So since uni?
Yep, um like 4 years. Oh, well I guess I got into it before uni a bit so that’s not quite
true. Yeah, more like a couple of years before uni so I would say 6 years.
Was “playing by ear” part of your training?
Yep.
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Was that informal or formal?
Informal, I guess that was my own thing.
What sort of approach would that have been?
Well, that was basically sitting down by myself and um, improvising.
Yep, so just working things out using your ear?
Yeah, basically like just having a little chord progression vamp type thing and just
playing melodies on it I suppose.
And would you compare that to anything else or would you just…would you just
develop that on your own? Like would you have recordings that you would
reference or work out licks?
Not really, it was kind of weird actually. I hadn’t listened to much jazz. So I was
getting… it was like a pretty weird way of playing music.
Did your teacher give you like a scaffold like…I don’t know blues scales or
something like that?
Nope, I sort of discovered the blues scale by myself somehow.
Musical influences
What brought you to jazz? So maybe it was your lessons or…
Yeah, I suppose it was. I had two different teachers and the earlier teacher that I had
once gave me this written out blues piece and I really, really liked it and so I think
that gave me a taste, yeah I was like wow this is amazing. And so from then on I
always liked it but I um, I sort of didn’t understand it, I couldn’t find a way into it or
anything I just had the written music. But that really got me into [jazz] and then later
on and I started listening to like um various artists but not people who were from like
America just like random things that had the jazz, jazziness to them. You know what I
mean like, like a Finnish jazz band or some jazz-fusion. Sort of stuff that wasn’t really
jazz but it was heavily jazz influenced.
So it was jazz influenced but it wasn’t specifically jazz?
Yeah, it wasn’t like listening to Miles Davis. It was like… a bit of like a weird
little…it was pretty strange.
So you came through like a fusion scope?
Yeah, cos I was into rock when I was young so I guess…
So that’s how it paralleled?
Yeah, I suppose. Yeah.
So who would you say are your influences and what kind of music do you listen
to?
Um, Bill Evans definitely. And definitely early Herbie Hancock, like acoustic Herbie
Hancock. Um, there’s lots really.
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What ways do you find they’ve had an impact on you?
Well I’m really into um, Bill Evans’s ensemble playing like with his trio, how
interactive they were. Like how rhythmically interactive.
Any specific trio?
I guess the Paul Motian and Scott LaFaro trio. Um, and Bill’s harmony I really love,
sort of the um, I’m really into ah, like the French impressionist composers and I think
they share a little bit of a sounded…
So like Debussy and Ravel?
Yep.
They use that fourths voicing approach as well sometimes don’t they?
Yep.
And what about Herbie?
It’s a similar thing, he has, he gets into some far out harmony, it’s…reminds me of
Ravel. Um, yeah so there’s that um, yeah Herbie’s an interesting one.
Is it more their harmonic understanding or their improvisation ideas or I guess,
I suppose that can gel within each other?
Yeah, it’s definitely, hmm I guess it’s the way the play chord progressions. They um,
they kind of blur the harmony sometimes like Herbie does, like twisting the harmony.
It’s ah yeah, like the impressionist music. It’s very, unclear but it sort of suggests
something.
Yeah, it’s really colourful that’s what I like about it, for me it’s really colourful and
sort of evocative.
Practice routines
How often do you practise?
Ah, between 1 hour and 3 hours a day.
What would be the structure of your usual day-to-day practice?
Ah, it changes. For like a year it was the same basically. Um, but now recently I’ve
been changing it a little bit and so what I’m doing at the moment is um, basically I’ll
sit down and play free, like do an improvisation and then do some technical.
Is there any repertoire involved? Or you mean completely free?
Just do it completely free.
Anything that’s in your mind at the time?
Yeah, basically yeah. It’s a nice way to start I think.
And then technical what sort of approach would you go through?
So there’s a couple of Brahms exercises that I do and then Hanon. Just a couple
Hanon things and that’s pretty good at the moment. That’s really helping my
direction.
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That’s improving your technique you find?
Yeah, I think so.
With a metronome or without?
With a metronome.
I’ve been reading [Teacher J’s] biography recently and I read his approach
was… he went through the Hanon exercises as well.
Yep, I’ve got him as a teacher. So he pretty much got me back into it yeah. Yeah it’s
pretty helpful I think.
And what are the Brahms exercises? Did he recommend?
Ah, they’re just a couple of… I got them from an earlier teacher. Cos I studied at the
ANU for a couple of years before I came here. So I had a teacher there called
[Teacher H]. Yeah, he gave me these Brahms exercises.
Okay and what are they for?
Ah well, they’re for sort of hand shape. They’re called um, arch and relaxation so I’ll
just quickly show you them they just go (plays example on the piano). Just up like
that and then back down and it’s about having your thumb in, having a good shape,
yeah. Um, and I found that really helpful and then there’s another one which is similar
(plays example on the piano) and that one’s helpful too, it’s pretty harsh but…
Is it for arpeggios or… What is it?
It’s um, well really the idea is that you make it sound…
Does it shift to other areas?
Yeah it goes like this as well (plays example on the piano).
It seems like you sort of swapped terrain, like white notes, black notes.
Yeah, you do. You go up one major 7 arpeggio and go down the one that’s a semitone
above it. Um, but really the idea is that, um well there’s a couple of ideas. One thing
is that you’re supposed to again keep your thumb right in and um keep your fingers
straight all on the same line basically. So keeping your hand like that (demonstrates
on the piano) and also you’re supposed to, well this is what I’ve heard, um make all
the notes sound as evenly as you can because there’s some notes that are um…
Imbalanced?
Yeah, yeah it’s pretty difficult.
And that’s something you’ve been doing recently or for a while?
For a while, yeah. Ages actually and then there’s a couple of Hanon things.
Back to your practice session, you’ve done a bit of time doing free stuff, then you
go into technical and then what would you do?
And then there’s uh, well there’s a few different things. I’ve recorded some of them. I
have… basically have… the way I think about it is um…like next I want to work on
either harmony, melody which is improvising as well and rhythm. Um so harmony is
like voicings, so I’ll work on voicings a certain way so like, and I’ll be working on a
particular kind of voicing for, I dunno a month or something?
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And is there a type of piece that you’re working on or is it just straight out
harmony in general or voicings?
Ah yeah, there’s…well we’ve got like repertoire to learn here so everything I practise,
I’m not just practising the one thing. I’m sort of practising it over a tune.
A couple of pieces or just one at a time?
Um, yeah a couple. Yeah or different one’s everyday. So I’ve got specific ways that I
practise each of these things…[a] bunch of different exercises. Um, and sometimes, I
guess I’m sort of trying to work out a good thing that’ll work for me at the moment.
Like combination.
Yeah because it can be pretty overwhelming with how many things you have to
look into, like you said your harmony, rhythm and I dunno what else?
Improvising or like melody.
Improvising, yeah melody as well so… and then, in a way, over that there’s like
you’re arranging the piece as well and all sorts of things like what you did today.
Yeah.
Back to the free improvisation thing, is there anything that you um, discover
during that and that you sort of apply, would apply into your playing? Or do you
break it down or is it just a… you need to free your mind sort of thing?
The idea of it is um, is working on listening. There’s this concept of like really
hearing what you’re playing so it’s… I’m sort of trying to get into a zone a little bit
where I’m just…yeah, making good music. There’s this other thing [Teacher J] says
to me of just playing exactly the music that you actually want to make like not
thinking about style or anything like that or what music we’re meant to be making
here at the Con but just making... yeah the music that you want to make. So I just,
yeah, I sit down and play something.
And what kind of aims do you give yourself within each practice session? I guess
you went through them. You go through your melody, harmony and um rhythms
and things like that?
Yeah.
Do you regularly train your aural skills? You also mentioned that but that
was…yeah currently what do you do there in that sort of field?
Um, currently um, not everyday but I occasionally um, practise um, singing like, like
I’ll improvise a line and then sing the next line, like on a tune. So that’s good ear
practice, um and also sometimes things like singing the bass lines of a tune like the
root notes of the chord progression, singing the melody.
Yeah, so when your ears are used to it you sort of… I suppose when you are
memorising a piece as well cos you internalise it that way perhaps through your
ear?
Yeah, singing is a really big part of working on your ear. It’s massive, it’s pretty
much it I think.
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Yeah, you get a lot of people, um performing live singing, like even [Teacher J]
does it and um, I dunno I guess Keith Jarrett’s probably the biggest one that…
piano wise. But if that helps, if that’s going to help you improve or hear things a
bit better, why not.
Yeah, I don’t do it in performance but just practice.
Do you read about jazz masters, tradition or historicism?
Um, yeah occasionally not that regularly.
Do you transcribe, notate or analyse music?
Yeah, I transcribe.
What sort of material?
Ah, like a Bill Evans solo or a whoever solo lots of solos I guess from… not just Bill
Evans.
What other things apart from solos would you do?
Um, well I used to transcribe um tunes to learn them. Just people’s versions of tunes.
Yep so lead sheets or something like that or maybe more in depth arrangements?
Um, yeah just as a way of learning a tune like one example I wanted to learn “But Not
For Me” so I just transcribed Miles Davis playing it and that’s how I learnt it same
with “Confirmation” I just transcribed it. Yeah, it’s kind of helpful, sometimes more
modern compositions as well.
When you’re transcribing do you, do you have to do it the whole solo or do you
do, maybe you want to learn licks and you just sort of just work out for that?
What would your approach be?
Um, yeah I haven’t really done… ah I have done a very small amount of just
transcribing a small, like a lick or something, I haven’t done that much. Generally
what I do is get really excited about transcribing something, have a few sessions of
transcribing heaps of it but get like halfway through a solo or something, I’ve done
that.
But with your Bill Evans solos do you do the whole thing or just like maybe a
chorus or something?
Ah no, the whole thing yeah.
And do you play back with the recording?
Yeah, yep.
That’s pretty tough sometimes.
Yeah, it is.
But it’s really rewarding as well because you’re playing with… as they would be
playing it.
It’s massively rewarding yeah. My old teacher was really into that kind of thing.
Really trying to mimic um the recording.
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Do use anything to slow it down? Or do you just work it out?
Um, I’ve got a program that can slow it down but I try not to slow it down unless I
have to, it’s better for your ears.
What program is that?
Ah, Transcribe. The really helpful thing about that is that you can just grab a little
section and loop it. It just save I think.
Pedagogical influences
What educational jazz material are you familiar with?
Um, Hal Crook is a book of his I use… something about improvising it’s called…how
to practise improvising? No, it’s just called how to improvise. Yeah that’s pretty
helpful.
Anything else that you’re familiar with?
Yeah, there’s um Mark Levine, his jazz piano book there’s that. Um, Dave Birkman
um, I can’t remember what that’s called. That’s about practising and improvising you
know just about becoming a better improviser, player, yeah it’s pretty wide-ranging.
So they’re sort of the main ones or is there any other?
I think so, I think they’re the main ones.
What about, do you have like a text book at the moment for uni or?
No.
Do you use any form of technology to help yourself practise? So like you said
you’ve got Transcribe.
Yep, apart from that nothing really, a metronome.
It could even be things like Sibelius, YouTube you could get clips off that or even
like listening to your iPod or something.
Yeah, well yeah I do I listen to my iPod. I don’t really use Sibelius for practice
though. I just, I use it but not practice related.
And what about things like Aebersold recordings or backing play-a-longs?
No play-a-longs, no don’t use those.
The recorded practice sessions
What was your approach to learning and practising the set pieces? What did you
prepare to work on?
Well I already knew them.
Yep but what did you do in the sessions anyway?
Well…I um… a couple of times I worked on voicings through the tunes… and also I
guess improvising… a few different improvising exercises.
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For both of them or specific?
Ah, I can’t really remember but yeah it might have been something I did on “In Your
Own Sweet Way” and not on the other one but I spoke through it so.
What were your goals in achieving both of those approaches? So voicings and
improvisation?
Well… well with the voicings I’m just trying to ah integrate those particular kinds of
voicings into my playing so I don’t have to think about it.
Yeah so to just add it to your vocabulary?
Yep. Um and the improvising… what did I do? Um well I did one particular thing
where I was starting the phrase on beat 1, do it like a short phrase and just
continuously playing phrases on beat 1 and then on 1 + and then on 2 and 3 and 4 and
whatever. Um, just as a way of breaking habits of playing in certain places.
Yeah, I definitely fall into that hole.
Yeah, it’s really easy to.
Also even starting on the root as well is another hole that I would fall into.
Yeah, yeah that’s another thing.
What type of method(s) did you find helpful so I guess those ones that you
mentioned?
Yep.
What strategies were effective and ineffective out of all the things that you went
through?
Um, well I’ve been doing this, like with the voicings, I’ve been um, once I go through
it a couple of times I change the key. That’s really helpful, playing things in different
keys.
Was that for both pieces?
Mainly “In Your Own Sweet Way”. I can’t remember if I did changes in other keys.
Any other things as well?
Yep, playing things in specific parts of the bar is effective as well.
And what did you find ineffective?
…I don’t know. Nothing’s coming to mind.
Did you ever listen to sample recordings of the repertoire for reference? Or you
already knew the pieces?
Um, yeah I think I… I already knew them and I’d heard recordings of them heaps of
times so I guess not.
Did you ever speak your thoughts and did help or hinder?
Um, I spoke a little bit occasionally so I did.
Did that sort of enforce anything or was that sort of didn’t do anything really?
Um, I don’t think it did anything, really.
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It’s just a description for the recording?
Yeah, yeah pretty much.
Did the recorder make you feel pressured when you had it? Or did it make you
practise differently with having this in the room?
Um, slightly. At first, later on it didn’t but at first it did. Like the first day I was like,
man this is weird…(laughs) but then I got used to it.
I wanted to make it just like a casual “fly-on-the-wall” kind of thing.
Yeah, that’s how I was trying to imagine it but on the first day it put me off.
Well I’ve practised with it too and even, like I’m the only one who’s going to be
looking at it when I’m practising myself and I just think… Ah, I don’t know
what is… it is a bit weird.
Yeah, I know I’ve done that too recording myself, just for myself.
But it is such a good thing to look back at the um… what you did because its
such a different process as an audience to as a performer.
Yeah.
So did you play back any of the sessions to review what you were doing?
Not to review what I was doing. Um, I just, maybe I, I think I just checked that it had
worked.
And did you delete anything that you weren’t happy with?
No.
The recorded performances
What are your thoughts of the performances today?
Ah, felt rushed. Um, like I was overplaying that’s how it felt.
With your improvising?
Yeah specifically with the improvising.
So too many… you were overwhelmed with ideas?
Yeah, just that I was maybe trying to, you probably know the feeling of just sort of
filling in all the gaps like I don’t know just constantly playing. There wasn’t enough
space. That’s how I felt I suppose.
Okay, so you feel like there was more space needed?
It was probably just cos I guess that’s a common thing in a solo context.
Did you prepare something similar to what you had been practising or did you
perform something that was new and unfamiliar?
Um, hmm. I guess I knew what I was gonna do.
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So you had the same structure that you had planned? What about choruses? Did
you know how many choruses you were gonna to do at the back of your mind or
did you just go, decide whenever?
Yeah, I think I… I knew I’d keep it pretty short I guess so…
But there wasn’t a total framework of what you should be doing?
Yeah not totally I suppose, yeah.
So I suppose the things that were familiar were the voicings and everything but
in terms of improvisation was there things that were familiar? Familiar kind of
lines? Or maybe it was all new to you?
Yeah, actually that’s how I like to improvise. Not really… not relying on licks or
anything, yeah.
What were your goals during the performances?
Um… I’m not sure about that one.
What aspects of your playing did you feel most confident with and what aspects
of your playing would you like to have improved? So you said you needed more
space which is what you would have like to improve. What aspects were you
more confident with?
Um, playing the melody of “In Your Own Sweet Way”.
So you feel like you have internalised that pretty well?
Yeah.
Jazz practising advice
Have your teachers taught you ways to practise? How have they advised you to
practise jazz?
That’s a big one, that’s massive when I think about it.
Like you were saying with [Teacher J], he’s shown you ways.
Yeah, definitely.
How have they advised you to practise?
Um, well my old teacher [Teacher H] was… I really, really liked him as a teacher
here. He was really, really helpful and so he… um… he really got me into practising
as efficiently as possible so like trying to like practise multiple things at once within
like one exercise you know. So that’s something I’ve always tried to do. Um, yeah.
Do you teach jazz piano yourself? How would you teach someone else to
improvise?
I don’t teach jazz piano.
Okay, what sort of approaches would you teach though if you had a student.
Well I guess it depends on where they were I suppose but if they hadn’t improvised
before um, I would try to give them something as simple as possible like, I think I
have taught someone this before. Simply playing um…like two chords or something
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(plays example on the piano using chord I and ii in the key of F) and just using the F
major scale.
Okay and that helps you with working around the chord tones?
Yeah, I mean that’s, that’s sort of free of… it’s not necessarily learning jazz
improvisation, it’s kind of before jazz. Just…just improvising, the feeling of
improvising. That’s for like a total beginner I suppose.
Is there anything that you self-discovered during any of the practice sessions or
performances?
Um, maybe…maybe, not that I discovered anything but working on the rhythm
changes made me realise that I need to do that more or that I find it difficult playing
rhythm changes. So that was helpful actually.
What areas do you find important for practising jazz piano? I know there is so
many things but what do you find important at the moment maybe or in
general?
Ah, working on improving rhythm. Like your groove, like an internal sense of the
time, I think that’s pretty much the most important thing, yeah.
Anything else apart from rhythm?
Well, there is other things, I think that’s on top basically.
Okay, what’s underneath that?
Um, I dunno. I guess…
It could even be like your connection with playing solo piano compared to
playing with an ensemble…
Ah, listening.
What kind of listening?
As in listening, like in an ensemble context that means like listening to whatever
everyone else is playing. Just hearing the music as a whole but you can work on that
in the practice room I think. Like, I think you can, but just listening to yourself, really
hearing it. It’s something [Teacher J] always says to me.
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Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Monday 14th April 2014 at 12pm
Profile
Name: Matthew
Age: 19
Gender: Male
Tertiary Institution: Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Degree: Bachelor of Music
Major: Jazz Performance (Piano)
Current year of study: Second year
Credentials: ABRSM Grade 5 (2006)
Occupation: Full-time student and musician
Musical background
How long have you been playing the piano?
16 years.
Were you classically trained or did you follow a popular music pathway?
Um, I followed the jazz pathway. I had like half a year of classical.
Half a year when you started?
No, half a year when I was in year 11.
Okay, so was it your teacher that sort of was your influence?
Yep, yeah I went to a classical teacher for a while.
So you did a bit of both?
But only for that half year. The rest of the time, the rest of the 16 years has just been
jazz. Um, maybe at the start when I was playing I was going like, hot cross buns
(plays example on the piano).
So for learning sight reading and things like that was that classical and then they
sort of, you learnt things by ear more?
Yeah, no seriously sight-reading is my worst. Um, but since I’ve been at the Con its
getting better so I haven’t really worked on sight reading until I’ve been at the Con,
just because you get forced to. You get put in situations, does that make sense? Yeah
all I could do is ear.
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How long have you been playing jazz?
Ah, it’d be would be the first, you wouldn’t, I probably wouldn’t classify when I was,
okay maybe when I started really playing jazz would’ve been about 6. So what’s that
13 years or something like that.
Was “playing by ear” part of your training?
Yeah, that’s like all my training basically. Just because I couldn’t, like now when I
did those [the set pieces] that was a lot of sight reading um…
But then once you’d heard them and listened to them a bit…
Yep, like I, what I do now is to get my sight-reading up I try and just play them first
without hearing it.
You mean hearing it like listening to another recording for reference?
Yep, yep, yep now I just will try and read that because it’s going to be better for me in
the long run. But um, yeah usually, when, like 2 years ago and before that, um it
would’ve been just hearing someone else play it and then [myself] just playing it.
Musical influences
What brought you to jazz?
What brought me to jazz um…
So your teacher could’ve been an influence?
Yep, there we go. Um, chords, chord voicings and also soloing, it’s less restrictive I
believe, that’s my personal opinion, to classical.
But what about influence, was it your teacher or family or you just discovered it
your own way?
No I, yeah okay it would’ve been my teachers then, yeah.
Who are your influences and what kind of music do you listen to?
Um, so Steely Dan is the band um that I mostly get influenced by. Um, then you have
Jamiroquai, so these are not complete jazz people, um and then…
So this was when you were younger you were listening to these sort of guys?
Yeah, yep. Um, Supertramp and Stevie Wonder.
Yep and then what about the more jazz?
Yep so more jazz people, I started off learning, well okay the first thing I ever listened
to that was pretty much…[jazz]. Um, yeah so Diana Krall, the first time that was
when I was what 7 or 6. Um, I tried to transcribe something from her (plays example
on the piano).
So was that a solo or was just a tune?
That’s, that’s a tune. But that was the first time I’d actually transcribed when I was
probably about 6 or 7. I didn’t actually know what it meant but…
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So you did it by ear, just aurally?
Yep, yep. Um, just cos I can’t read yet. Well I couldn’t read, I still basically can’t.
Um, and then other jazz influences you’d have um Tommy Flanagan. Um, and then
you’ve got my teachers so [lists teachers].
And have they been your teachers since the Con or before?
Okay so [Teacher C], [Teacher C’s] my main influence. Um, he taught me from when
I was 13 to 18 years old. [Teacher A] taught me when I was 12 and now she’s
teaching me again this year, so 12 and 19, and [Teacher D] was between 18 and 19, so
last year at the Con. Um, but yeah [Teacher C’s] my main influence he’s taught me
for 5 years.
And what ways have these “influences” had an impact on you?
Oh, yeah. Uh yeah okay so basically um, chord voicings, soloing, time. Time meaning
like um, I don’t know how to explain it. You know what I mean about time, just
like…
Spacing and things like that?
Yeah, time, spacing just like how you actually approach it. So you’ve got like, um so
if you’ve got time, this is in 4/4 (plays example on the piano). Like just different time,
way to, I don’t know how to explain. Um, so that’s just going 3 over 4 which is a
metric modulation thing but anyway um, yeah that’s all I mean by time.
Practice routines
How often do you practise?
Okay, um does practice include rehearsals?
Yep.
Okay um, well this year it would probably be, a rough guess, an hour and a half to
two hours a day. I dunno… it’s probably more but I actually don’t know cos some
days you just don’t practise you know what I mean.
What’s your usual day-to-day practice session? Is there a structure?
Not really, I wish there was um, basically, I basically work on one thing each time so
what I really like doing is transcribing, that’s my main thing.
Is that transcribing aurally or writing down?
So listening to it and then writing it down on Sibelius and then from there, after
writing it down on Sibelius, I learn how to play it. So I’m also reading it, so um,
basically what I’m doing there is I’m listening, so using my ear, then I’m writing it
down, so I’m using my writing skills and then I’m reading it so I can play it. That’s
what I really like doing at the moment. So with [Teacher A], with our one-on-one
classes basically I get her to play each week, I video it, then I copy it to my computer,
transcribe what she does and then um yeah.
So similar to something like that, a recorder like that?
Yeah, yeah I use my phone, I just use my phone (shows a video example on iPhone of
teacher performing). Yeah so that’s what I have to learn over the week break so I’m
going to literally transcribe note for note what she’s actually doing and then kind of…
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Internalise that and get used to the language?
Yep, exactly. That’s the way I like doing…
So you don’t have a structure but you have more, you just have a focus of what
you want to do like that. That’s what you want to do for your next few sessions.
Yeah, well literally I’d be happy doing that for the rest of the year because my
weakness is not knowing enough repertoire. You know so if like you’re at a jam or
something like that and they say, they call this one song I’d be like “ah I don’t know
it”.
You’d need the chart?
Yeah exactly and that’s the thing that so many people need to like stop doing they just
should be able to play it if you know what I mean. So I’ve gotta learn the, learn the
chart and I like doing it this way because then you’ve really learnt it. If you, if you’ve
transcribed somebody playing it…
Is that what you mean? Like learning it through transcription?
Yeah, yeah because like okay, this is one that she [Teacher A] showed me and it’s
called “My Romance” (plays “My Romance” on the piano with thick harmony
harmonic texture). But like the whole thing is, before what I had was (plays “My
Romance” on the piano with single bass and melody) which is like not really learning
it if you know what I mean, like…
So you’ve sort of learnt like this arrangement. It sounds very like, kinda Bill
Evansy.
Yeah, well that’s [Teacher A], that’s [Teacher A].
That’s [Teacher A’s] style hey?
Yep. Um because I don’t really have that style. I’m learning it cos my usual style is
like (plays a brief solo of “My Romance” on the piano). I don’t know but it’s just like
root and seventh in the left hand. Like [Teacher C] really worked on my soloing so
that’s where I got that part from, so I have him for 5 years.
Is he at the Con?
No, he’s not, he used to.
Where is he based?
Ah well, he taught at my school but [Teacher E], he plays with [Teacher C] all the
time and… [Teacher C] right up there with like [Teacher A] and [Teacher F] and all
those guys, he’s right up there. Um, but yeah he just doesn’t teach at the Con cos he
doesn’t need to. But [Teacher E] does, [Teacher G] does on bass and they all play
together. But yeah, I got that bebop sort of stuff from [Teacher C]. I’m trying to learn
these chords (plays example on the piano), the Bill Evans stuff from [Teacher A]. But
um, it’s a working process.
So what sort of aims do you give yourself? Like you were saying, with that video
was one of your goals to achieve.
Yep, so just learning the tune as well as I can. Um, when I’m working on time, it’s
just literally… I set a metronome up… So yeah, there’s different ways that I practise,
there’s either doing the transcription thing, there’s either working on time and then
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there’s also another thing that I do… actually am I straying from the…what was the
question?
No, just what kind of aims would you set yourself?
Yeah, yeah so it’s time, that [transcribing] uh, if I was trying to sight-read I’d try to
sight-read, I’ve got this book of rhythms.
What book is that?
Um, Louis Bellson, um I don’t use that enough at all, I should use it. Um, but there’s
another thing that I do and this is probably really weird, not many people probably do
this but anyway um, basically I have this little progression, little song if you could call
it, little riff um, that I know of back to front just because I’ve been playing it for 5
years and if I’m trying to work on time or you know some sort of line or something
like that I would practise it on this riff because I know the riff. So I don’t have to
think about the chords, I can just practise whatever line it is (plays example on the
piano) or if it’s a chord that I’m trying to introduce…
So was that the song that you were just playing then?
Yeah so it’s just (plays the piece on the piano). So if was trying to work like fast
(solos over the chord progression fast). Like just learning random stuff, or um if it
was just introducing a new chord over that (plays upper structures over the chord
progression).
So you’re using this as the framework, this piece?
Yep.
What’s the piece called?
Oh, I don’t even have a name for it, it’s just a riff.
Is it just a made up song?
Yeah it’s just a… it’s just a thing that I use if I need to…
Just as a vehicle to get you through some concepts?
Yeah, exactly because I don’t need to think about the chords so that’s… I’m
basically… my whole mind is focused on the thing that I’m learning, not worrying
about the chords. Do you know what I mean? Um, that can be a weakness as well
because you can… I don’t know. It could be a weakness but it works for me.
Are there any forms of separate drills or technical exercises that you’re familiar
with when you are looking a piece?
No [laughs]. Um, I actually used to do this, it probably doesn’t relate to that. When I
was doing classical training I was doing. I forget what it is (plays a Hanon exercise on
the piano).
Like Hanon?
Yep.
Yeah, so you did that for a little bit then?
Yep, but I should do that again. I want to get back… cos my right hand’s strong, my
left hand sucks. I can’t do anything with my left hand.
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So how do you develop the um, like when you’re doing a lot of fast passages, how
do you develop that?
That’s literally this. This is… basically I used to practise this hours a day, this riff
(plays fast improvising riff on the piano) that’s over those chords.
What kind of progression was that?
So it’s just A minor, G minor, ii-V-I to F major, E minor, A7, D minor, G, E…
And where did you come up with that lick? Was that just a notated thing?
No, I just kinda made it up. Yeah but it’s just over time like I literally did that for… 5
years with [Teacher C]. Not that he taught me that but I just… I found out a good way
to work out fast lines and work out chords over things and stuff so… yeah but um I
dunno if I… there’s another one that I actually use now, this is actually one of my
own songs (plays example on the piano). It’s just really good to think of melodies
(plays example on the piano).
So it’s sort of like you have a few um… you pick up some language on the way
and you sort of use it when you need it?
Yeah, exactly, exactly but I use to work out the language I don’t like um… sometimes
I can transcribe solos and then pick out things from that. But I don’t usually like doing
that, cos that’s what most people do… they’re gonna transcribe solos and pick out
licks that they like and then use that over everything, work it out in different keys. I
don’t usually do that, I usually try to…sometimes I can do that or otherwise I like just
playing over my own chords and then working out my own licks if you know what I
mean? Things that I like doing over those chords and then transferring them over to
other songs.
Do you regularly train your aural skills?
No, I do but like I wouldn’t think about it.
It sounds like you’ve developed it from a very young age so it’s sort of
subconsciously there but you don’t actually formally do it.
Yeah, I don’t actually train yep, yep. Cos transcribing is basically doing that all the
time.
Do you read about jazz masters, tradition or historicism?
No.
Ah you just said, so do you transcribe, notate or analyse music?
Yep, a lot.
What sort of material is it like solos mostly or voicings or lead sheets?
It’s basically the whole thing so um… and all different styles. Like I’m really into this
girl named Esperanza Spalding, that’s another person I should have put down as
influences. Um, [she is a] bass player, singer but the piano player is a freak. But um
yeah I love annotating all that sort of stuff. Like I learnt that chord from her (plays
harmonic example on the piano).
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And then you’ve learnt that and then sort of learnt it in different keys maybe?
Oh, yeah sort of (briefly plays examples chromatically down the piano). If I had
that… Let me see what I could use that in um (plays an example on the piano) um
stuff like that. So just putting it into context, I’d work it out like that so if I had…if I
found out a chord…oh and also the way I solo is not based on scales, I don’t know
anything about scales basically.
Like um, the modes and things?
Like I sort of know… like I’d know Dorian and I know Mixolydian and I know
Ionian.
What about the diminished ones?
Yeah, um I kind of think of them as…I’m not great at diminished to be honest um…
But what’s your approach so you know of them but you don’t really practise
them?
I like to base my solos on chords. So if I had a G minor chord right (plays chord)
basically I’d take all these notes and do something over them (plays pattern based
example on the piano) instead of thinking of a F major scale. It’s the same thing…
But you have a different way of thinking?
Yeah, I base mine on the chord. So that means if I change the chord (changes
chord/improvisation on the piano) so whatever thing I’ve got in my left hand I will
play usually on the right. So if I’ve got this (plays chord on the piano) which is a G
minor major I will be playing that major 7, changing it to the F. Do you know what I
mean? Or going to a sus (plays example on the piano) playing that C#.
So sort of weaving in between the chord tones maybe?
Yeah that’s kind of my, that’s kind of my thing that I like to do.
Pedagogical influences
What jazz education material are you familiar with?
Um, we’ve got a new jazz arranging book.
Yep, what’s that called?
I have no idea [laughs]. It’s a blue book if that helps. Um, that seems pretty good and
maybe the Louis Bellson but that’s like the only textbooks we really have.
Is that a uni textbook as well?
No it isn’t. But its just sight-reading, everyone uses that to practise their sight-reading.
Um and what about anything like Levine have you looked into anything like that
or Aebersold with the backing tapes?
No, actually what I do to practise as well is this, I’ve developed my own backing…
this probably has nothing to do…but if you wanted to know how I practise…
Well my next question is about technology so do you use any technology?
Okay, that’s good. So basically what I do…I got this program called Easy Drummer
at home, it allows you to make your own drum beats and I’ve got Cubase. So what I
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do is I… if I have a song I’ll play… I’ll work out a drum beat, put it up there and then
I’ll lay down a track with bass and then I’ll have something like this (shows example
on iPhone).
And there’s a bass line on there too?
Yep, so I made the bass line.
Through Cubase?
Yep. So just through a MIDI and then just going copy if I’ve done the whole chorus
of it, paste, paste, paste, paste, paste. Like so I’ve got 5 minutes, so I can just go
(plays example with backing tape on the piano). It’s just really easy cos then you can
solo over (plays another example on the piano with the backing tape). So that’s the
way I like doing it however, what they have done now is they use… you know the
Real Book app?
iReal? So you’re familiar with that too?
Yeah, what they’ve actually done… ah all the jazz guys use that so…yeah everyone
will probably say that. They’ve got a backing track thing now (shows app on iPhone)
which is really cool. So I might not use Cubase and that cos that takes a while.
So that was what you were using before you’ve discovered iReal?
Well, I had the old iReal book so they never had the backings, they only just had the
chords. So now that… I only purchased this a week ago, so I will probably just use
this.
And um, is there any other forms of technology like you said YouTube you were
looking at?
Yep, yep. So YouTube to work out how a song actually goes.
And you looked at Sibelius?
Yep.
What about um any other apps? Is there anything else apart from those?
Yes, yes I do. Um, so to transcribe things um there are a few different ones. Basically
I found out this from other people that use it. I don’t…I didn’t usually do it but um,
basically what you do is when you transcribe you know how you have something
that’s really quick it’s really hard to work out what’s actually going on. This program,
I think its called Anytune, slows it down… (shows example of the app and A Robert
Glasper recording is heard on the app). Robert Glasper actually is my main influence.
Robert Glasper was the only person I listened to all last year. (Starts to play in the
style of Robert Glasper.)
So you’ve transcribed lots of his music now?
He’s probably my main influence (continues playing piano in the style of Robert
Glasper).
And what sort of…is that internalised or have you notated that?
Oh, this is just…so what I like to do is I like to work out concepts that the artists use
and it takes a while, like to work out the actual concept, like to transcribe something
is actually not too hard, you just do it, it takes time. But to work out what the artist is
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trying to reveal is the hard thing. So with Glasper, I reckon it is this sus [suspended]
sort of thing. Where you’ve got… if you’ve got Esus right, and then you just double
the E and then its Esus over… well any sus chord that’s doubled, the bottom note’s
doubled, over any bass note (plays example on the piano). It gives it that sound,
which is his. But then from there what you can do is you can make it your own
because now that you know the concept, you can kind of mess around with what you
want to do with it as well. So… (plays his own rendition of “Glasper’s sus concept”).
That’s um, that sound like what jazz is all about like, using people’s ideas and
making your own [sound] out of it.
Yeah, so that’s exactly it. But you want to so…I dunno, but that’s… I really like
Glasper. Do you know Downtime? (plays example on the piano).
Yeah, so do you do that with a band, those tunes?
Um, yeah. We don’t do that one, we do... (plays example on the piano). Yeah I
basically tried to transcribe… like over the holidays I transcribed 20 of his tunes.
So is it the tunes or the solos or just everything?
Oh, if I like the solos I transcribe the solos as well but just the tunes mainly. Just to
work out what chords he was using cos transcribing you just learn all these chords.
And actually I’ve made a chord book. A book of chords in every key and the aim was
that when I had every chord um, every chord I’d just practise it but I’m up to um up to
80 pages with four chord… but that’s like every key.
So four chords? What do you mean?
So four chords a bar, four bars per stave and there’s probably five staves. So I don’t
know how many.
And that’s just on Sibelius or something like that?
Yep. But like some of the chords are going to be like… so if you had a Gm9 (plays on
the piano) then it could be like just like…
Lots of different variants to that?
Yeah.
And you’re just trying to discover all the possibilities?
Yeah.
Wow, that’s a pretty big task.
So it was… yeah that’s taken me oh I’ve probably spend about 100 and something
hours on that.
Wow, you should publish it.
Yeah that’s seriously what I’m considering doing when I’m doing when I’ve got
enough… yeah that’s the plan.
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The recorded practice sessions
What was your approach to learning and practising the set pieces? What did you
prepare to work on?
Looked at them on YouTube and then learnt to sight read them. Then incorporated
voice leading to make it more interesting.
What were your goals in achieving this?
Not sure what you mean
What type of method(s) do you find helpful?
Listening to it, practising in and out of tempo while learning it.
What practising strategies did you find effective and ineffective? Why?
Going to fast at the start is ineffective. You have to start out of tempo and develop the
muscle memory and then start to play in tempo.
Did you ever listen to sample recordings of the repertoire for musical reference?
Yes I did. It’s always hard to find the original and the real books are usually only one
interpretation of the original. So you have to listen to a few takes to get an
understanding of the piece.
Did you ever speak your thoughts? If so did it help or hinder during the practice
sessions?
I did as it helps me concentrate.
Do you have perfect pitch?
No I don’t have perfect pitch.
Did the recorder make you feel pressured? Did it make you practise differently?
Believe it or not it didn’t. It was actually easier making mistakes at the start because I
knew that then at least you would see me improve—hopefully [laughs]. If it was
perfect at the beginning, then the whole thing would of had to of been perfect or
otherwise I would have gotten worse. Didn’t really make me practise differently.
Did you playback any of the recorded sessions to review what you were working
on? If so, what did you playback and why?
No I didn’t play it back.
Did you delete any recorded material that you were not happy with?
No I didn’t delete any recorded material.
The recorded performances
What were your thoughts of the performances?
Well I thought it was ok as I only learnt it the day before for 1.5 hrs. But I hadn’t
memorised it yet.
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Did you prepare something similar to what you had been practising or did you
perform something that was new and unfamiliar?
I prepared something similar to what I had practised.
What were your goals during the performances?
My goal was to get through the piece without making noticeable mistakes [laughs].
What aspects of your playing did you feel most confident with? Why?
Usually it would be soloing but this time it was actually the melodies because I hadn’t
done many solos over the chords during the practice.
What aspects of your playing would you like to have improved? Why?
I would have liked to have been able to play richer chords in both tunes because then I
would have had better solos. (I play solos based on chords so if I know my chords
better, my solos would be better hopefully).
Jazz practising advice
Have your teachers taught you ways to practise? How have they advised you to
practise jazz?
Well [Teacher C] (taught me from 13 yrs to 18 yrs) taught me bebop soloing and also
technique. [Teacher D] taught me how to transcribe and [Teacher A] has taught me
how voicings work over chords and also new repertoire.
Do you teach jazz piano yourself? How would you teach someone else to
improvise?
I don’t. I would teach them at first based on the modes. Then talk about the scales and
then basing solos on an idea (melodic/ rhythmic) and explore this idea.
Is there anything that you self-discovered during any of the practice sessions or
performances?
It’s unbelievable to see how far you can come if you just do a little bit of hard work
practising.
What specific areas do you find important in practising jazz piano?
Rhythm, soloing, chords, feel, (need to work on reading), transcribing.
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Tertiary Institution: Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Degree: Bachelor of Music
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Current year of study: Third year
Credentials: Preparatory high school jazz course at ANU (year 11 and year 12)
Occupation: Full-time student and musician
Musical background
How long have you been playing the piano?
Um, maybe 11 years.
Were you classically trained or did you follow a popular music pathway?
Um, I was classically trained.
So was that influenced through your teacher or through your family or I don’t
know?
Yeah, I guess my Mum got me into piano lessons.
Did you follow an AMEB track, with the classical syllabus there?
In terms of repertoire I suppose so but my teacher wasn’t into the actual exams.
How long have you been playing jazz?
Um, 4 years.
Was “playing by ear” part of your training?
Um, yeah it was probably part of my training.
Was that informal or formal?
Yeah, maybe more informal I guess. My classical teacher was always like um, giving
me chords to work on like… I dunno. And sometimes he’d be like, spring a random
ear training thing or something… I dunno.
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Musical influences
What brought you to jazz? So you were saying you started from a classical
background and then the last 4 years you went to jazz.
Um, my classical teacher always gave me like jazz transcriptions to learn, like as
classical pieces, so I guess I liked those and he gave me a couple of lead sheets to
look at.
Who was your teacher?
Um, a guy in Canberra.
So that’s where you live?
Yeah, um and then in year 11 I started doing like a jazz thing at ANU that school
students would do.
So was that a degree?
No, it was a preparatory jazz course.
How long was that?
Through year 11 and 12, just one day a week.
Okay, so it was just through transcriptions and then you sort of delved into other
areas?
Once I started doing this I guess. I started learning with a jazz teacher.
Ah okay, so you didn’t have to same teacher the whole way? So your classical
teacher…
I kept with him but then I also had a jazz teacher.
Who are your influences and what kind of music do you listen to?
Um, I’m really into Oscar Peterson and Bill Evans. Oh and I guess [Teacher A]…
[I’m] also really into like Aaron Parks
What ways have they had an impact on you?
Um, [Teacher A’s] had a massive influence on my solo playing.
In what way? Like what kind of soloing or style?
I guess traditional solo piano, sort of. Um, with regards to harmony and voicings and
voice-leading I guess.
And what about the other guys?
Um, maybe Bill Evans on my solo lines a little bit. Um, I don’t know what influence
Oscar [has] had, he’s just always been my like favourite piano player but I’ve never
really, sort of played like him so I don’t know.
Like analysed his music?
Yeah, not much. Or even tried to…
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Practice routines
How often do you practise?
Um, I probably practise 4–5 days a week I reckon, cos of gigs and other stuff.
Yeah but I guess gigs are also a form of practice.
And I hopefully do maybe 2–3 hours a day.
Do have a structure or do you have like a day-to-day kind of framework?
Yeah, a little bit. Um, I usually start with um, technical stuff and um also um,
specifically on time. So technical and time are usually what I start with.
I noticed when you were doing the performance you were using your foot a lot to
really get yourself in time.
Yeah, I’m trying to work on not doing that though cos, I dunno just like if I’m ever in
a room…
I think it’s a good thing though.
Yeah, no it is good but I also like… if it’s in a room where there’s a wooden floor or
something and it’s for an audience its like kind of loud and…
I heard um, like Thelonious did stuff like that, he tapped his foot a lot.
Yeah, that’s true. I swear I saw a video of him where like he focuses on his foot for a
bit and it seems just like out of time and like really just not… but like obviously he’s
playing…
Well when I do that myself like, it’s out of time. I don’t know why?
Subconsciously it’s just that you’re just doing that though but…
[Laughs]. It’s weird someone… I did a duo concert prac with a sax player last
semester and um, and I was foot tapping a bit and someone said like, when they were
watching my leg it looked really out of time but the playing was pretty solid. It’s like,
yeah, strange… Um, so after I do the technical stuff um, that’s where it gets a bit
more… I always start with that and then it gets…
What sort of things do you do in your technical?
Um, so I do… The first thing I do usually is like table of timed and like put the
metronome on like 40 or something, 40 or 50 and do a scale and start on like crotchets
and then um, crotchet triplets, then quavers, then triplets, semiquavers, then five, six,
seven, eighth, ninth.
Of all the scales?
I usually do just one scale a day but do all the subdivisions on that scale, so go up to
like maybe ten, if it’s on 40. If it’s on any higher than 40 I don’t have the chops to
play up to ten. So up to like nine or ten and then back down, kind of the transitions are
between like I dunno (taps rhythmic subdivisions on the table). That kind of thing but
longer on each one, um so I usually start with that. Um, and then I do arpeggios and, I
guess we’ve got a technical exam coming up at the end of semester so I guess I’m
doing a lot of scales and arpeggios at the moment um and… I do some little like,
Hanon exercises, stuff like that, or I’ve got a… pdfs of a lot of the Liszt technical
books.
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Do you find that pretty helpful?
Yeah, they’re tricky um, I haven’t done lots of work on the Liszt ones but what I have
done have been cool and there are a couple of like just little things from those books
that I’ve taken and do like…
Develop into your own sort of thing?
Yeah, oh and I work on like trills um, doing like slow trills and speeding up and
slowing down.
So you start off with your technical and then what do you do next? Is it revolved
around like anything in particular?
Usually I’ll do a time thing where I… say maybe I put the metronome on just beat 2
of every 2 bars or something um stuff like that and I also try and work on like I dunno
a blues in F# or something tricky as well. Or um… I just got this new app called Time
Guru which like randomly takes out beats and you can set it to say eventually go to
like 70%... um to not play 70% of the beats but it gradually does it. So it’s going to be
like 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 3, 4 and then it will gradually take out more and
more.
What does that do to your playing, practising with that?
Um, I really have to focus on where it is [the beat]… And then after that I just work
on like, transcriptions…
Do you notate them yourself?
Um, yeah but usually first before I notate them I… I learn them and try and put them
through every key… um, I try [laughs].
Do you learn the whole thing?
Whole thing yeah, I’m doing it with an Oscar solo at the moment where I’m putting it
through every key at like 120. Any faster then that I’m pretty…
And do you play it with the recording as well?
Um, not in the other keys cos I don’t have the chops. But yeah in the original key I
do.
Yeah, it’s pretty rewarding when get to that level, when you can play it with the
CD.
Yeah definitely.
So what aims do you give? I guess you’ve sort of listed that with your technical,
but is there anything specific?
Um, maybe not really for a whole practice session but usually I might get into doing
something, like playing in 7 maybe, um I’d just spend ages.
Yeah, so you’ll have lots of different approaches like maybe you’ll want to work
on your voicings or…
Yep, yep I usually have something but its not really… but I might do three of those in
a total day of practising. I don’t know.
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Yeah, so what are the main things you like to develop? I guess it changes but
what sort of things?
Yeah, at the moment I want to be comfortable in odd time signatures I guess. And
being more solid at solo piano playing I guess… voicing and voice leading. Um, what
else? Working on my time…
Do you regularly train your aural skills?
Um, yeah I try and um, I try and sing maybe the bass lines of the songs or just try and
sing every interval solidly. And um, I guess I’d just sit down and try and, like if I
heard a song recently and it’s in my head I might try and work it out or something
Do you read about jazz masters, tradition or historicism?
I guess we’ve had history [class] in first and second year and analysis um so yeah a
bit.
So that’s with [Teacher M]?
Yeah, and I was with [Teacher L] in first and second year.
Yep, but what about your own sort of stuff?
Yeah, I’ve read a few guys, like autobiographies, which is cool. Which talks about the
times but also, you know often gets into the music and stuff as well.
Is there anything else apart from solos that you transcribe? What’s the purpose
when you transcribe? Would you do lead sheets for instance? Or work out
particular voicings?
Yeah, sometimes I did lead sheets if there’s a piece that I like that I want to play with
people. Um, yeah I do voicings sometimes if there’s like an old piano intro to a song
I’ve heard or something. But usually just little snippets I’d pick out like a couple of
nice verses or something.
Yep, but mainly for soloing?
Yeah.
Pedagogical influences
Is there any educational jazz material that you are familiar with?
Oh, yeah. I’ve looked at the Mark Levine stuff. I’ve read through a couple of
arranging textbooks like the Nestico one and um Chuck Israels.
Is there a textbook that you guys have here?
Um, yeah but it’s really terrible… Oh actually they got rid of it in our second year
because we got a new harmony teacher, but I think the first years have got another
one now it was called like Chord Scale Theory and Arranging or something.
Do you use any technology to help yourself practise?
Yeah, I use my iPad, um metronomes and I’ve got a slow down app as well for
transcriptions.
What’s that?
Amazing Slow Downer.
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Do you use, there’s a software called Transcribe?
Yeah, I’ve got that on my laptop, I use that. That’s good, I really like that one. Yeah,
if I have my laptop I use that but if I don’t want to bring in my laptop I have the
Amazing Slow Downer on my iPad which isn’t quite as good.
Do you use any apps like you said you had Time Guru?
Yeah, Time Guru and just an ordinary metronome one um, I recently made um, in
Ableton Live I just recorded like a woodblock sound, like a metronome on 2 and 4
and then just on 2 every bar, then 2 every 2 bars, then 2 every 4 bars, then 2 every 8
bars. Yeah, I just made that and then just exported it at different tempos. I can put that
on my iPad so it’s an practising thing for time.
The recorded practice sessions
With the practice sessions what was your approach to learning the set pieces?
Um, I guess I’d already learnt both of them… um I guess listen to recordings, and
then just play them really slow like with a metronome on, on 40 on beat 2 and 4. Um,
I just did a lot of slow practice on both of them to sort of get familiar and then um…
Oh I didn’t think I did it with either of them but usually I try and put it in another key
as well.
Okay, so transposition?
Yeah.
So you try and do at least like one or two keys?
And I dunno usually by the time I’ve put it in two keys then it’s like putting it in any
key, um once I’m familiar with…
The process that you do?
Then it’s just like, yeah it’s usually okay.
What were your goals in achieving those things?
I guess to be able to comfortably nail the changes and my lines. Um, and play some
alternate changes as well I guess.
What type of method did you find helpful?
I guess the slow soloing was really helpful… um, just things like playing like scales
or patterns just through the changes kind of. And yeah, changing the beat to change…
or and idea development. Just picking an idea and playing it for the entire chorus.
So what were that things that you found ineffective?
Um I think there are a couple of like um, harder things that I just tried off straight
away with like, which you’ll see when you watch the recording. Um, when I first
started playing like “In Your Own Sweet Way” I was just like “oh yeah I will just do
it with the metronome on beat 4 of every bar” or something. But it was at like a hard
tempo and I just, I dunno I just tried it straight… I think maybe just going for difficult
things straight away without playing through the tune a few times. Cos I hadn’t you
know… though we did do it on our rep list last year like I hadn’t played it since then.
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So it was a bit too ambitious of you? You need to start from a lower progression?
Yeah, I think I didn’t just get the feel of the tunes first, I think I just sort of went
straight into it maybe.
Did you ever listen to sample recordings for reference?
Um, yeah I think I listened to the Brubeck and Miles version of that one… and I
dunno there are heaps of versions of “Oleo”.
Did you ever speak your own thoughts on the recording?
Yeah, I think so. I think a few times I tried to like “this is what I’m doing”…
Did that help or did it hinder?
I think it really did anything.
Did the recorder make you feel pressured?
Yeah, definitely.
Did it make you practise differently?
Yeah, I think it made my practice more concentrated. Um, it was good I think cos
usually I might get really distracted and just go and noodle for ages but not actually…
so yeah, I didn’t do any of that with the recorder.
Did you ever play back any of your sessions?
No.
Did you delete anything?
No.
The recorded performances
So with the performances what did you think of them today? Just on reflection?
They’re all right um, “Oleo” was a bit fast. Yeah, too fast for how comfortable I was
with it. Um, and I thought maybe um, yeah there were a few things I was working on
over both of them that still hadn’t got into my playing but you know I was working on
over the week but I didn’t play like just then. Mostly just I was… alternate changes in
both of them I guess.
Is it like a reharmonisation that you do?
Um, a little, I was working on last night, the one, it starts on F#7, the rhythm changes.
It goes F#, all dominant 7. So the first four bars are F#, B, E, A, D, G, C, F and then
to the next four bars.
Right, so that’s A doing that?
The A section starts on an F#7, then two chords per bar with F#, B, E, A, D, G, C, F
around the cycle to the Bb. Um, so I was working on that one last night and a couple
of things last night like, I dunno, playing um, like in “In Your Own Sweet Way”, say
in the bridge um, yeah like the reharm that I was working on was instead of going um,
Em7, A7 I’d go um, Em7, A7, Bbm7, Eb7 into the D. Yeah so just like a couple of
extra changes. I was working on that one a lot. Um, yeah that’s like a tri-tone sub
thing. So stuff like, I guess like reharms that I like maybe trying to put like Giant
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Steps changes somewhere. Yeah, I just yeah, you’ll see on the thing I was trying to
work out how that would work on the rhythm changes.
It sounds like you’re continuously like trying to challenge yourself with things,
you’re not just staying comfortable with one area…
Yeah, I guess so [laughs].
Did you prepare something similar to what you had been practising? So I guess
you were talking about that, there were some things that you didn’t put into
your performance but um, were there things that did come across?
Yeah, I think so. I think just… I was familiar with getting through all of the changes
and there definitely were some rhythm changes, like lines from transcriptions or
something that I put in.
So that was your goal? Just getting through changes?
Yeah and um, I dunno a couple of solo piano things in “In Your Own Sweet Way”
like the rubato head, I worked on that a bit.
Yeah, that sounded like a big task what you were doing, what you prepared and
arranged.
Yeah, I would’ve liked to have spent more time on it maybe.
But was that a specifically arranged part or do you have that vocab under your
fingers?
Yeah, no it wasn’t arranged. But most of that was under my fingers.
Yeah but that’s your arrangement though so I guess you can claim that.
Well I guess so. But I’d like to probably get more creative and I dunno, be able to just
go into lots of other areas like, I dunno with regards to reharm… and like I, yeah I
didn’t do any reharm I don’t think when I played the head solo which usually I do and
I try and… yeah reharm the melody. And just solo piano techniques like, maybe
doing like a really impressionistic kinda thing or…
Something that maybe hasn’t been done before?
Yeah, or just more creative than just playing, I dunno…
What things did you feel most confident with and what things do you feel like
you could have improved?
Um, I guess I feel pretty confident playing sort of bebop style lines through the
changes. Um, I think maybe branching away from that and playing some more “out
stuff” is something I could work on… and, yeah just playing outside the changes…
and maybe getting a bit of a better time feel when I’m playing solos is something else
I wanna work on more.
Jazz practising advice
Have your teachers taught you ways to practise? What have they advised you to
practise?
Um, yeah [Teacher D] talks about just spending like a real lot of time practising the
one…
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Concept?
Yeah, the one concept the one… whether it’s a harmonic world or like…
Because it can be a pretty overwhelming, what you have to do. It can be
anything, you need to really prepare yourself not to look at everything at the
same time.
Yeah, definitely, definitely. Yeah, so [Teacher D] talks about just spending ages in
working.
Just on one particular thing? What’s the particular thing at the moment? I
guess, like you said working with time? Working in odd time signature?
Yeah, we were talking about, like in my lesson last week we were looking at some
stuff that like maybe Herbie would play over a modal tune um, like some maybe
diminished things and he was like, yeah just spend ages on the diminished scale and
practising specific licks through all of it cos I was sort of saying that, I thought
whenever I played it, it was really obvious and blatant that that’s a diminished pattern
or something.
Yeah, you just play it as a scale.
Yeah, or just as a diminished lick and [Teacher D] was like, yeah like Herbie
probably spent so much time that he could just seep it into his playing and really hear
it and it’s more like natural. So sort of just that with everything I’d like to do maybe
[laughs].
So he’s sort of the main advocate of practice?
I guess cos he’s my teacher at the moment [laughs].
Do you teach jazz piano yourself? Or if you don’t how would you teach someone
to improvise? What would you set them with?
Um, I like the idea of maybe starting with like, like simple blues scale things and
maybe doing some imitation like, I’d play a little blues scale and then they’d copy
me… and I dunno, listening, um transcribing, learning to, I dunno sing along with the
recordings or something.
Is there anything you self-discovered throughout the practice sessions or
performances?
Ah yeah, probably [laughs]. Um, there are a lot of little like um maybe voicings or
harmonic movements that I sort of just stumble upon when I’m practising and then
I’ll hear it when I’m listening to a recording and be like, oh that was that… and
maybe um, practising slowly is something I’m really liking at the moment, just
practising really slowly um, cos it, I can thing as well when I’m playing sort of and…
Internalise it better?
Yeah.
What specific areas do you find important for practising jazz? You can list
anything.
Probably like technique I guess and touch, like making sure all the notes come down
together, even touch, that sort of stuff. Um, time, um voice-leading and voicings.
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Yep, so that would just be under harmony?
Yeah, actually harmony is another one as well with like reharms and stuff. Um,
melody and rhythm… I dunno they’re really general [laughs]… I reckon some sort of
creative aspect, whether it’s just trying to play stuff, is it under your fingers? Or… I
dunno.
Something that’s different?
Yeah, just solo and be like alright I’m not going to play any licks that I know or just
actually just trying to improvise something from scratch yeah, I dunno… This is all
good stuff but I don’t do it all [laughs]. Some of the stuff I say is good but… yeah.
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Tertiary Institution: Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Degree: Bachelor of Music
Major: Jazz Performance (Piano)
Current year of study: Third year
Credentials: Grade 4 Yamaha (Piano)
Occupation: Full-time student, piano tutor and musician
Musical background
How long have you been playing piano?
When I was 5 but there’s like a year gap.
You took it a bit more seriously later on?
Yeah.
Were you classically trained or did you follow a popular music pathway?
Classically trained.
So how long have you been playing jazz?
Um, probably three years.
So maybe through high school or something like that was it?
Nah, it was just like before the Con started. So like 6 months before the audition.
Wow, so you were at HSC and then you thought. Oh, I might like to do the jazz
and then so you prepared for the audition?
Yeah.
Was “playing by ear” part of your training?
Yep.
Was that formal or informal?
Probably informal.
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What sort of things would you go about?
Like, transcribing and just listen to a lot of music and gigs.
Musical influences
Who are your influences and what kind of music do you listen to?
Um, Oscar Peterson, Benny Green. Um, I’ve been listening to Kenny Baron lately and
Kenny Kirkland… yeah probably [Teacher A].
What ways have these influences had an impact on you?
I like some of their lines and stuff… and um, I forgot to mention Wynton Kelly… like
for Wynton I like his comping and stuff. Probably with [Teacher A] like solo piano,
it’s like…
So the way she plays in a solo environment?
Yeah. I just like their language… bluesy kinda thing.
All of these guys?
Most of them like Oscar, Benny Green, they’ve got like pretty similar vibe.
Practice routines
How often do you practise?
Um, I try to practise everyday.
And how long would that be?
Um, 2 hours to 3 hours everyday… yeah [I] try to manage that time.
If you have a structure what would your usual day-to-day practice session be?
Probably warm up and then a bit of scales, like technical stuff, and then work on
something that I’ve been working on like probably tunes or transcription. Or like
when I work on like voicings and stuff, so that’s part of it.
And what does your warm up involve?
Um, just probably Hanon or like, there’s like this cool warm up exercise that [Teacher
J] game to me (plays example on the piano) and like, it’s like 5 fingers exercises and
like, you just change. So it’s like (plays another example on the piano) in six right?
And then that goes into five… and like keep going until like one.
So you’ve got the Hanon, the scales and things like that for your warm up and
then whatever you’re working on is the centre of your practice?
Yeah.
What kind of aims do you give yourself within each practice session?
Probably like, it I learned repertoire, okay I have to do… I have to be able to play
these two tunes [“In Your Own Sweet Way” and “Oleo”] so I have to get it done by
today.
So when I gave you these pieces, your aims, you’d already known them?
Yeah, sort of…
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Just to refresh your memory and internalise the pieces and the changes?
Yeah.
Are there any other goals or they’re the main sort of things?
Well probably, I haven’t been doing it but like, I think it’s good like if I can actually
um, practise it at like different keys… just [a] couple [of] keys maybe, not… because
it’s hard to practise tunes in like, twelve keys. But try to do it um, either from
different keys or like different octaves kind of thing. Like if I’m talking about
voicings and stuff, just use the voicings here and put it like… just play it octaves and
stuff.
We’ve sort of covered this question, are there any forms of separate drills or
technical exercises that you’re familiar with? So, yeah you did Hanon and things
like that. Are there any other things or just mainly those?
And scales maybe.
Do you read about jazz masters, tradition or historicism?
Yeah, if I find out about like a new guy or something and I tried to research it and
tried to check them out.
Do you transcribe, notate or analyse music?
Yeah, like solos, arrangements, lead sheets, voicings.
And what’s the process for that? If you were to transcribe a solo do you notate
the whole thing and then learn it and play it with the recording?
Um, I usually just, on the train, like listen to it a lot when I’m not, like with my piano,
and then like I try to hear it when I’m like on the piano. Just try to like memorise it.
So you don’t notate it? You actually listen to it and then…
Listen to it first and then like… and then when I’m like actually at the piano, try to
guess, and then like try to guess what I’ve been hearing… and then like if I forgot
about it I just like listen to it again and then like, play it. Like for me, like mostly I try
to play first. So like, if I can nail, I play along with the recording and after that, I just
notate it.
So once you’ve learnt it you then write it out?
Yeah, but sometimes like um, it depends though like sometimes if I want to actually
train my ear, I just usually, okay listen to it and try to notate it. Like, that’s like okay
notate it without the piano. Yeah, it’s hard and so like it totally depends what my
goal… if I want to be able to actually play it, so I just play it first, then notate it.
Pedagogical influences
What educational jazz material that you are familiar with?
Like, The Jazz Piano Book and there is a book called How To Improvise. The book is
black… and it’s good. Like reading rhythms kinda thing, I can’t remember…
There’s a Louis Bellson book?
Yeah.
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And are there any textbooks that you have at the moment or have had?
Australian Jazz Real Book… Oh and probably arranging as well…
Do you use any technology to help yourself practise?
Yeah, Sibelius, metronome, sometimes Amazing Slow Downer… [for] recording
Mainstage, Protools.
And how do you use those things for your practice?
Mainstage is like different sounds for keyboard. I think it’s from Logic… so like
they’ve got at lot of different sounds and stuff so for my practice just, you know… it’s
more like sound like instead of like…
The recorded practice sessions
What was your approach to learning and practising the set pieces?
Um, probably tried to find the recording first.
So on YouTube or something like that?
Yeah, oh probably like the first thing like, know who composed it and then try to find
the original recording of the composer.
So find their one first and then look at other people’s rendition?
Yeah, and then learn the lyrics and the melody first, so like, the way how I phrase the
melody is like the same as the lyrics… and then try to play the melody obviously and
then try to figure out the voicing, like, left hand voicings…
I noticed you were using a lot of bass lines and things like that for like the head
and then you would use your voicings in upper register later for solo.
It’s just, for me personally I like to listen, to hear the bass line.
But it is different because with a band, yeah of course the bass player is playing
but on solo piano it’s different so you need to…
Yeah I need to work on like, my solo piano.
And the voicings you were using I noticed were also like the Bill Evans A and B
voicings were they? With the guide tones?
Yeah, with the guide tones and stuff.
So your main approach is to sort of, work out the charts, work out the composer
and recordings and go from there?
Yeah.
Ah what were your goals to achieving that?
[To] just be able to play it well and like memorise it. So when I go to [a] jam session
[I] can actually play the tune.
What practising strategies did you find effective and what did you find
ineffective?
Probably like effective when I actually listened to the recording and then… because
sometimes if I listen to the recording, like the melody is already in my head so I can
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just try to figure [it] out. But like, if I actually have to read, because I’m not a good
reader, so like, it’s probably harder for me. So like, that’s probably ineffective, so
like, the effective one, if I listen to recording first and then I actually know how it
sound… how the songs go, and I like, go to the piano and try to play it. But if like,
you give me like a piece of music I’ve never listen to, it’s probably harder to read.
Did you ever speak your own thoughts on the recording?
Yeah.
Did that help or did it hinder?
Sometimes it helped.
Did the recorder make you feel pressured, did it make you practise differently?
Yeah.
Did you ever play back any of your sessions?
No, I didn’t know how to.
But would you have it you have the chance?
Yeah, totally. I sometimes play, not my practice session but like, stuff that I’ve been
working on recorded, and then after that, when I’m like on a train [I] listen back to it
and go oh, okay I need to work on this one.
The recorded performances
So with the performances for today what were your thoughts with the pieces?
Um, could have done better, obviously.
Okay, what sort of things did you feel like you could have improved?
Hmm, dunno [laughs]…
And what sort of things did you feel that worked?
Um hmm, maybe if I actually learned the tunes more and like, actually like, work on
it like, really, really well
Did you prepare something similar to what you had been practising or did you
perform something that was new and unfamiliar today? Was there a difference?
A bit. Yeah, there were like quite different stuff that I played… so like pretty much I
play the things that [are in] my mind but… yeah, [it] just changed a bit I guess.
What were your goals for the performances?
Play it well [laughs].
How have your teachers taught you ways to practise?
Um, I don’t know. Just practise everyday and try to play the same thing, probably like
within a week so you actually like work on something. If you work on like a
repertoire, just keep on playing it within a week, but like for a warm up or like
technical stuff it’s like everyday so it’s rather, play every but the same thing so you
actually get it done.
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And do you mean that in terms of a concept as well? So if maybe you’re playing
this repertoire, like “Oleo” and the concept is to work on your bebop
improvising, so you keep continuously playing that.
Um, I think it’s more like… yeah the concept I think, like…
Just stick to one thing at a time because there can be so many things that you can
practise where you can just get lost and not progress.
Do you teach jazz piano yourself?
Yes.
And how would you teach someone else to improvise?
I would probably start with blues… no blues scale, like the concept of blues, 12 bar
blues and stuff. Yeah, and then just teach them how to play guide tones and stuff in
the left hand and then… play and try to improvise with them. So like um, if they want
to play the piano by themselves, so just play C7, like C, E, Bb and then change to F,
A, Eb to the F7. So like on the right hand just, you know, Mixolydian scale kinda
thing, ask them to just listen to a lot of… well most of the time I say [to] them [to]
just listen to a lot of [what] I give them, okay listen to this and try to transcribe like
some of the blues lick… like blues in general, you know.
Is there anything you self-discovered throughout the practice sessions and
performances?
Yeah, yeah um, I tried to play it right and to just be more confident I guess.
What areas do you find to be the most important for jazz practice? So I mean
concepts like voicings, improvising, melody, rhythm.
I think, I’ve been working on like the groove. So like…
So the style, the groove, the feel?
Yeah, most… like make it like swing and, you know, if it’s swing, make it swing,
make it dancing, you know, make it dance…
What other areas as well would you see is important?
Ah well, it’s a lot like… lines, voicings for a piano player it’s like, you know, solo
piano, you know. Um, rhythm… ah there’s heaps.
What about um, like you said before, transposing?
Yep… yeah there’s a lot of areas [laughs].
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Musical background
How long have you been playing piano?
Um, well. Technically since I was 6 years old. But um, like not…
Not like seriously but just… that’s when you started?
That’s when I started like but not… like I mean I did all the AMEB grades and all that
through primary school and early high school, but I didn’t really get serious about it
until maybe year 9 of high school.
Were you classically trained or did you follow a popular music pathway?
Um, yeah I guess you’d say I was classically trained.
And how long were you on that… in that sort of pathway with classical? Just
through school or…
No, it was through my private… cos all my siblings learnt piano as well so I kinda did
the same thing as them. So I guess probably… I like, I skipped a few grades so I think
probably 5 years I spent doing that kinda AMEB classical stuff. But I mean the whole
time I was kind of improvising and you know, trying to learn songs that I heard on the
radio or whatever.
So how long have you been playing jazz?
Um, I started learning jazz in late 2008.
So you were still high school?
Yeah, I was in year 10 when my teacher got me into jazz… I wanted to join the stage
band [laughs]. So his first lesson was, alright these are the voicings you need to know
for the first stage band chart [laughs].
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Was “playing by ear” part of your training?
Yeah, absolutely… well personally yes but I mean I was never taught to learn that
way if that makes sense. So I was…
So it was an informal thing?
Yeah, ah well I was just bad a reading [laughs]... so I just found it a lot easier to learn
from the CD then to learn from the sheet music.
Yeah, I’d use the CD for reference and then I’d… even if it was like a classical
thing, I’d listen to that and then I’d go, oh okay… it makes it a bit easier to read.
Yeah, exactly.
Musical influences
Who are your influences and what kind of music do you listen to?
A big influence in the last few years has been [Teacher A], learning from her… cos
she just has such an incredible way of playing the piano. So yeah, I’m really inspired
by her a lot. Um, I mean I guess just a lot of the people just playing around in Sydney.
Um, [Teacher I] has been a big one rhythmically for me. Um, [Teacher D], [Teacher
J], [Teacher K]… lots of those sorts of guys. I guess in terms of older stuff, I listened
to a lot of Bill Evans when I was starting out, um I still do. Um, I listen to a lot of
Brad Mehldau now, which is why I’ve kind of honed in on my left hand.
What ways have these influences had an impact on you?
Um, well like I said with Brad Mehldau, just inspired me to try to get my technical
stuff all together…
And I guess all of your teachers, like you were saying, [Teacher A], with her type
of playing…
Yeah, well if you want specifics she’s all about um… well actually the first thing she
ever taught me was to play all the notes on the like, all the notes in a chord, to play
them down all together so that they’re not… (plays an example on the piano).
So it’s like a touch thing? Even touch?
Yeah, exactly. So that made a huge difference, I spent a lot of time working on that.
And she’s all about um, the individual lines in all her voicings and how they move
and… so the voice-leading I guess you could call it. Um, so yeah that’s another thing
that I looked at.
Practice routines
How often do you practise?
I guess with everyone it depends [laughs]. But in a normal week I try to do at least an
hour a day. Um, often that doesn’t eventuate… but some of the time it ends out being,
you know 4 or 5 hours in a day so…
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Explain how your usual day-to-day practice session is structured? If you have a
structure?
Um, yeah. I try to do, like just make up technical exercises… um, just based on
random patterns… not random patterns but, you know patterns that would work in
improvising. So I try to like, do two things at once if that make sense…
Is it related to the repertoire or is it just…
Um, not necessarily, it’s more just um, based off a scale or a chord like for example I
was (plays example of an exercise on the piano) doing that kind of diminished blues
kind of thing, and then moving that… (plays example on the piano) moving that over,
around all keys. So I use that as a technical exercise but also as a thing that I could
potentially use.
So like you said, kill two birds with one stone.
Yeah, exactly. Just cos I’m more pressed for time now than I was, you know say in
first year. So I need to try and… I’m consciously trying to make the most of the time
that I have. Um, so yeah I do that and then I usually work on any tunes I need to learn
for gigs. So it might be people’s originals, materials or um yeah, um just
arrangements or anything that I have to learn.
And then with the repertoire what do you do with those?
Yeah, well I usually listen to as many recordings of it as I can and then… steal all the
bits that I like [laughs]… and then I just try to play it, well not even try, I just end up
playing it for a long time and stumble across interesting chords and you know various
things that arise from playing a song for half an hour.
What kind of aims do you give yourself within each practice session?
Um, yeah I dunno. I guess I don’t really…
Is there one particular concept like, you were saying you’ve just been picking up
on this left hand thing and… I dunno. There’s always one sort of area that you
delve into is there any goals for that?
Yeah, I kinda go through phases where there is something that I focus on more than
others like, I mean a few weeks… or maybe a month ago I was really into playing
everything with a metronome and making sure it was perfectly even and all that sort
of stuff, so I would just make sure that whatever song I’m practising I have the
metronome on and I’m focusing on that. Um, so I don’t know… that’s not really an
aim I guess.
Do you regularly train your aural skills?
Yeah, I guess I do.
Do you read about jazz masters, tradition or historicism?
Um… sort of, like I’ve read a few biographies and I try… I’ve looked up a million
times like, you know what did Bill Evans practise? [Laughs] but there’s not a lot of
information on it.
Do you transcribe, notate or analyse music?
Yeah, I usually don’t go to the trouble of notating it but I definitely transcribe stuff,
like I memorise it.
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Yep, so what sort of things would you do?
Um, recently I’ve kind of transcribed a whole tune, a Brad Mehldau tune “It Might As
Well Be Spring”. So I started off just learning the solo um, but then I also learned
like, in the intro there’s all these chords so I tried to learn all the voicings from that as
well and then the phrasing and the melody.
So this is all just from memory and then you wouldn’t notate it?
Well, it turns out I will have to notate it for an assignment. But generally I just find
it… I dunno, it wastes a lot of time when I could be learning something else.
So mainly solos you would transcribe?
Yeah, but also if there’s like, if there’s some really good comping or just random
voicings that I like I’ll try to get those as well.
And lead sheets or things like that?
Yeah.
Pedagogical influences
Is there any educational jazz material that you are familiar with?
Um, The Jazz Piano Book by Mark Levine. That was a big one, I used that a lot
actually in high school just cos it, kinda went through everything chapter by chapter.
Um, I’ve got some, just some transcription books… um, a Bill Evans and there’s a
Herbie Hancock one as well… so yeah, just their solos.
And is there any textbooks that you have at the moment?
Um, not really. We had a really rubbish harmony textbook… yeah we don’t really
have any specific textbooks that we use.
Do you use any technology to help yourself practise?
Ah yeah, definitely. I use my iPad a lot cos I keep lots of… like I keep the Real books
on there and other transcriptions and I use the metronome on that. Um, yeah and I use
it for transcribing as well. On my computer I use Transcribe. Yeah, that’s a really
useful one.
What about things like apps?
Um, I guess not really for practising. I have a few ear training ones that I used to use.
I haven’t done them recently but…
The recorded practice sessions
What was your approach to learning and practising the set pieces?
Um, I started just by playing through them, what was written on the lead sheet. Um
and then, I guess I spent some more time on “In Your Own Sweet Way”. I worked on
trying to voice the melody and think about the voice-leading and what I could do with
that.
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Did you do some reharm on that?
I did but I don’t think I’d practised… I did practise a reharm on “Oleo” but I don’t
think I played it um here. Yeah no, I did do something but I don’t think that was what
I practised.
So it just came out on the spot sort of thing?
Yeah, well I think I was trying to do the one I practised and it turned into something
else [laughs]. Yeah I drilled a few of the chord changes, so like the ii-V into Gb I
always find really hard so I drilled that.
So you just looped that for a bit of practising the solo?
And the ii-V into D as well. Um, yeah I looped that. Yeah for “Oleo” I just kind of
worked on playing the melody clearly in both hands and just trying to get it to sound
good.
And you remembered the pieces?
Yeah well, I mean I’ve played them before so it’s not like I memorised them in a day
or anything.
What were your goals to achieving those areas? So like you said you were
looping around on some chord changes.
Yep. Um, I just… so here for example the first four bars or so I just played them
really slowly, or out of time even. Um and just moved around different voicings.
Yeah and just kinda thought about each note, where I could move it to so that it would
sound good. Um, yeah and then the bridge I thought about other things trying to make
it a contrast from the A section, so…
Did you have some sort of arrangement in mind when you were building it up to
a performance?
Yeah, sort of just in terms of… um, trying to make… create some contrast, like with
the pedal…
With both pieces or with the sections?
Sorry, with the sections and here, so I didn’t really think about it.
You didn’t think as much arrangement for “Oleo” cos that’s pretty
straightforward?
Yeah, but I mean I didn’t think about um, like the set. So differentiating these two
tunes… um, what was I saying? Oh yeah, so like I put a pedal in the B section so that
there was a bit of tension that was gonna be released when I got back to here. Um,
just that sort of thing.
And what things did you find effective and ineffective with your practising?
Um, my focus is really ineffective so I… I dunno I think a lot of people do it, but I’ll
be practising something, you know for example that ii-V-I loop. Um, but then I’ll
kind of trail off and play something else… my mind will go somewhere else and then
I won’t be focusing on what I’m doing. Then I have to kinda bring it back which
you’ll hear it all on the tape, I’m insane I talk to myself but anyway.
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So that’s something that you feel you need to work on?
Yeah, definitely. Just effective practising basically um, time effective practising.
So it’s just a management kind of thing?
Yeah.
And what things helped? What was effective with your practice?
Um, I was practising with a metronome for a bit and I thought that was really helpful.
Um, in helping focus and also just in learning the tunes and playing them in time.
Yeah I think it’s really important to just practise with a metronome.
Did you ever listen to sample recordings of the repertoire?
Yeah I listened to the Brubeck version of “In Your Own Sweet Way” and the Bill
Evans version as well actually… and um, just the Miles version of “Oleo”.
Did you ever speak your own thoughts with the recorder?
Yep, a lot [laughs].
Did that process enforce anything?
I guess, yeah I felt more accountable but that might have been just because there was
a camera on. But I felt more accountable to actually do something.
Did the recorder make you feel pressured or did it make you practise
differently?
Yeah, like not pressured in that I was nervous or anything but yeah, it made me think
about, you know alright, I have an hour or, I need to do this you know, get it
happening.
Did you ever play back any of your sessions?
Um, yeah just the beginning of it more just to make sure it worked [laughs].
The recorded performances
What were your thoughts with the performances for today?
Um, I think “In Your Own Sweet Way” probably needed to be a bit more diverse in
my approach to it in terms of… like I played pretty much all the A sections the same
way.
So what do you mean by diverse?
Um, just different… like um played them the same way basically so… like I
could’ve…
You mean the changes?
No I mean like when I was doing the melody, so the head in and out. [I] pretty much
played all these the same way. So I, you know I could’ve broken it up between two
hands or… played it in unison or played it in block chords or something like that.
And what about “Oleo” what were your thoughts with that?
Um, yeah I thought it was all right, probably a little too fast… couldn’t quite handle it
um as well as I could.
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Did you prepare something similar to what you had been practised or did you
perform something that was new and unfamiliar?
I guess it turned out to be quite different. But I had…
But was there a mix of, like you said when you do technical stuff and um, it
comes into your playing as well. So were there things like that?
Yeah, um I think a lot of the voicings that I used in “In Your Own Sweet Way” were
ones that I had practised with um but I think “Oleo”…
I thought you said the last thing… you said you wanted to finish on this
particular way? Was that something you rehearsed or was that… I guess that’s a
more, probably more arranging maybe yeah.
Yeah, I can’t remember if I practised that. I possibly did, yeah. But yeah, I didn’t pull
it off.
So with the pieces what were you most confident with and what do you feel like
you could’ve improved?
Um, I was most confident with “Oleo”. Um, probably because there are less chords to
think about… or less changing chords. Um, I’d like to improve my melodic ideas,
make them a bit more interesting and phrasing as well, rhythmic phrasing. Um, keep
working on left hand interaction. Um and just really playing clearly, getting
everything across clearly without, you know, accidently playing two notes instead of
one and that sort of thing yeah.
Jazz practising advice
How have your teachers taught you ways to practise and how have they advised
you to practise jazz?
No, [laughs]. Not really. I guess, like my first teacher sort of, like he structured kind
of a ii-V-I exercise that went to go through every key to practise voicings. Um, but
no, mostly people haven’t told me what to do, it’s usually just go and do it [laughs],
you know.
Do you teach jazz piano yourself?
Um, no I don’t teach… I don’t have any jazz students unfortunately.
How would you teach someone else to improvise or to play jazz?
Um, I think my first thing would be to listen to a lot of jazz cos I think that was
probably my problem um, I didn’t really listen to much jazz when I was trying to
learn it. I was more learning it from a book. Um, but yeah, on the other side of that, ah
learn all the scales and the modes and all that sort of stuff and trying to string things
together.
Is there anything you self-discovered throughout the practice sessions and
performances?
Um, well yeah I discovered that I’m not a very effective practiser. Just in how I waste
a lot of time.
So yeah, time management maybe?
Yeah.
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What areas do you find to be the most important to practise for jazz practice?
Specifically for piano as well…
I think time is very, very important. But not just for piano but I think, it is important
for piano because we’re like not just soloing or…
You’re rhythm section as well?
Yeah, exactly, comping as well which makes the whole band sound good or bad. So,
yeah comping, voicings and that sort of thing… and then I guess, you know melodic
soloing sort of stuff. Um… repertoire, um, trying to… memorising tunes…
Transposition and transcription?
Yep definitely, so I guess that comes under aural skills.
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Musical background
How long have you been playing the piano?
Since I was 7 years old.
Were you classically trained or did you follow a popular music pathway?
I was kind of a bit of both and also neither. I went through like some of the grades and
then I think when I was like 12 or 11 I started doing the Royal Schools Jazz grades.
And that was in New Zealand?
Yeah.
What were the grades called?
ABRSM, Associated Board of the Royal School of Music. Yeah, so like as well as the
classical grades they… as well as the classical grades they do like jazz grades but it
only goes up to grade 5. Um, and I just did those for like 3 years and then got bored of
that.
The jazz ones?
Yeah. Just because it’s not really jazz.
Yeah, it’s sort of like showcasing jazz in the “jazz style”. It’s not really
improvising or anything.
Yeah, in the jazz style is exactly the right word… and then so my teacher started
giving me Real book charts.
Same teacher?
Yeah, same teacher.
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Okay, so you had the same teacher throughout… who sort of started you with
classical and the developed your interest in jazz?
Yep. But then like… just beginning of last year I started learning from this guy,
[Teacher N] who is the head of jazz piano at the New Zealand School of Music and
I’d probably say like that was definitively when I like actually started practising
properly and understanding things fully as opposed to…
What do you mean by practising properly?
Actually going, like, okay I’m gonna have a proper practice routine and I’m gonna
structure it and I’m going to do this properly as opposed to like… sit down and just
just play around tunes and not actually like… not actually figuring out like where my
weaknesses are and how to improve on those.
How long have you been playing jazz?
2 years.
And you said you’d been playing jazz for about 2 years so I guess that was
through high school or something like that?
Yeah.
Is playing by ear a informal or formal part of your training?
Informal.
Musical influences
Who are your influences and what kind of music do you listen to?
Brad Mehldau, Marcin Wasilewski, Chick Corea, Wynton Kelly, Keith Jarrett, Aaron
Parks.
What ways have they had an impact on you?
I don’t know, I mean a lot of it phrasing wise, particularly like Wynton Kelly, Brad
Mehldau. Yeah, Wynton Kelly’s phrasing is… I reckon fantastic and what Brad
Mehldau and that trio does with like, just does with time and how elastic it is in that
trio… I reckon it’s awesome.
And that’s like you said, with the documentary? How they can just keep playing
continuously doing their own thing but staying in the same groove or the same…
Yeah, I think he talks about… it’s like an underlying pulse and then they can play in
different time signatures and different tempos, or with the same time just with this
underlying…
Practice routines
How often do you practise?
Everyday, roughly 4 hours a day.
What is your usual day-to-day practice session. How is it structured?
I do it in like timed 15-minute slots. Cos I talked to [Teacher A] and she was like, you
know a lot of when you practise is… you end up getting distracted or you end up just
dawdling or playing over stuff that you already know. So she was like, if you divide
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your practice into timed 15-minute sessions and then as soon as the 15-minute alarm
goes off you just… hands off the keys. And the idea with that is that like… so before
the 15 minutes you go, you know what am I gonna do in this 15 minutes, how can I
best utilise this time to get the most out of it. And then you have to be disciplined
yourself to be like… I’m gonna spend 15 minutes, or two 15-minute slots like
practising this thing and then I’m not gonna play that till tomorrow. So I’ve only got
half an hour today to do this, like what can I do in that half an hour that’s gonna be
the most beneficial.
You also said, you made some sort of guidelines or you would sketch up what
you had done and made sure that you had sort of gone in that direction and
achieved it maybe?
Yeah, so I have a record, this is like a Microsoft work document like three cells long.
Um, and just has the date and then I record for that day, I choose like one scale or
arpeggio each day and then I write the date and then that and then the next column
over I just write you know, 15 minutes speed drills, 15 minutes slow scales, like 30
minutes you know transcribing a solo, 30 minutes playing over like a diminished
pattern or something.
So it’s really precise? Your time is used efficiently I guess?
Yeah and I reckon doing it that way is good cos it keeps you really honest about like,
what you’re practising and how long you’re doing it for. Cos I reckon heaps of people
are like, “oh yeah you know [I] did like 8 hours of practice yesterday”. It’s like… and
they don’t… nah you like dicked around for like 6 hours and then you maybe got like
an hour and a half of really productive shit whereas if you look at this it’s like… I
dunno… you can’t bullshit when it’s like completely laid out in front of you. So yeah,
if you look at it and go “crap, you know like, I only practised for an hour”. You
know… I only did an hour and a half yesterday.
Okay so you said you had those three grid sort of areas and you had some sort of
technical facet?
So yeah, so it’s like one side is the date, the middle column is um, like what I did that
day, for how long and then the final column is meant to be the total hours that day,
though I often don’t end out filling that in.
Did you mention anything about any technical exercises or separate drills or
anything like that when you’re looking at a piece?
Um, not hugely. I mean I always play scales and arpeggios to warm up. Often I just
put the metronome on and like just impro… like solo with the right hand and just try
and be really clear about… like outline the changes and just keeping it really solid. I
suppose that’s kind of a technical exercise.
What are the type of aims when you have these short, disciplined practice
sessions? What goals do you set yourself?
Yeah, well I mean like what I’ve started doing just in the last like two or three weeks,
is on Monday I write out, like set a list of stuff that I’m gonna get done that week. So
I might be like… for impro we had to transcribe a blues chorus in all 12 keys, and so
I’d say “that’s the priority for this week, I can’t do it now and by Sunday I’m gonna
be able to do it” and then as well as other stuff. So I might be like, really internalising
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like a set of voicings in all 12 keys and then I’d just structure my like… each days
practice around like the progress that I’ve made on that.
And what if you don’t achieve the desired outcome? What do you do then?
Cry… [laughs]. Give up… [laughs]. No, I mean I look at like… I reckon that’s why
the system is good cos it’s good to be honest where you can be like, “okay, I haven’t
quite got there. Why? Is it cos I, you know, it was just too hard?” Was it cos, “no, I
only practised it for like… I didn’t practise it enough, or maybe I was getting too
distracted with my sessions”.
Do you regularly train your aural skills?
Transcribing, Karajan iPhone ear training app.
Do you read about jazz masters, tradition or historicism?
Yes, a lot. I just got that [book based on the Keith Jarrett Koln Concert] in the mail
the other day it’s like an Oxford series of essays on important jazz recordings.
Ah, so it’s not just based on Keith Jarrett is it?
Oh no, that set edition is just on the Koln concert and there was some other books. I
think there’s one on like the Louis Armstrong Hot Five and Hot Six recordings and
stuff.
Do you know the name of the series? So it’s Oxford?
It’s something Oxford, yeah. But yeah, I read like jazz bios and stuff as well… rough
guide to jazz.
Do you transcribe, notate or analyse music? If so, specify what material?
Mainly solos. Pretty much only solos.
Do you notate that or do you just internalise it?
No, normally no. Like I’ve only notated like one solo in my entire life. It was cos I…
the teacher I was learning off last year was like, it’s far more important, you know
from like a… if you just want to be a jazz player, it’s far more important to just learn
the solo and you know, take lines out of it and learn them in all 12 keys as opposed to
spend time writing the solo down. So I’ll do that, or often I just pick out lines from a
solo um, over like a ii-V or something I dunno and then put it through all twelve
[keys].
That brings me to your performance, there was a Bill Evans lick…
Yeah. (Participant sings Bill Evans lick). But I try not to like recycle licks but it
inevitably happens.
But it was interesting the way you applied it to your solo because it wasn’t… like
you used the idea, and then you would sort of develop it further and put it into
your own.
Pedagogical influences
Is there any educational jazz material that you are familiar with?
The Jazz Piano Book, Elements of Jazz Language, Jazz Arranging.
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Do you use any technology to help yourself practise?
Karajan (iPhone app), Transcribe (software), metronome, timer, YouTube.
The recorded practice sessions
So maybe explain a little bit more about your approach to learning the set
pieces? What did you prepare to work on?
Typically when I am learning a piece I would look at the melody separately, then look
at root movement, the progression. For rhythm changes I looked mainly at playing
with the melody and root in the bass. Um, so for first… I did it in 15 minutes slots and
probably on the recorder you can hear the alarm go off each 15 minutes and so… I
think the first 15 minutes was looking just at the melody on “In Your Own Sweet
Way”. Um, I think I just played around the progression a few times um and just
trying… like getting familiar with it. I think I listened to the Keith Jarrett trio play it.
Um, then the second 15 was looking at development a bit more, like I started looking
at putting a stride thing in the bass line or some different kind of subs [chord
substitutions]. And I think the last 15 was looking at soloing… like improvising over
the changes and putting in… trying to make a more coherent, organic structure.
And this is all “In Your Own Sweet Way”?
Yeah. I did more on that than I did on “Oleo”. Um, and then the last 15 was looking at
“Oleo” and it was mostly just playing around rhythm changes and I was trying to
remember this Charlie Rouse solo that I transcribed and I kept getting stuck on this
one line on the bridge.
What strategies in your practice session did you find effective and what was
ineffective? I remember last week you mentioned that being tired was a key
ineffective…
Yeah I was just destroyed last week [laughs].
Are there any other things that you’d like to mention?
Yeah, so I found like… I think I was reading this book on classical piano practice and
they talked about… I think the actual system they talked about was having three
buttons on top of the piano and when you’re stuck on like a phrase or a bar you play
it, you know correctly and each time you play it correctly you move one of the
buttons across to the other side of the piano and if you get it wrong, you move it back.
So that forces… you have to get it perfectly correct like 3 times in a row before you
move on.
What book was that?
I can’t actually remember. Not the same book, but I’ve been reading piano notes by
Charles Rosen, that’s a really good book. It’s just about the piano and what attracts
people to the piano. It seems to be a pity that quite a few like classical musicians
aren’t actually like… don’t like playing the piano. It’s just some kind of obsessive
like… it’s a really good book.
So you listened to the sample recordings? What were they again? So you had…
obviously the Bill Evans one?
I listened to the Jarrett and the Herbie Hancock today. I had also listened to Dave
Brubeck, Bill Evans, Sonny Rollins and Branford Marsalis.
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Okay, and previously you listened to Brubeck, Rollins and Branford? Was that
the Herbie Hancock version, the Branford?
That was the Herbie Hancock version actually yeah.
Did you ever speak your own thoughts on the recording?
No.
Did that help or did it hinder?
Did the recorder make you feel pressured?
Yes.
Did you ever play back any of your sessions?
No.
Did you delete anything?
No.
The recorded performances
What were your thoughts with the performances?
Pretty rough.
Was there anything that you had been practising that was similar to your
performance? Or new and unfamiliar?
Not hugely, I mean I hadn’t been playing like standards that much over the last two
weeks cos, I think it’s that inevitable thing when you’re at uni, you get like… you
know you get bogged down with assignments, or there’s stuff that you have to be
practising that’s not necessarily 100% like what you want to be doing. I mean it’s all
good but like, you know I spent like the last two weeks doing this big arrangement
and practising blues licks in all 12 keys for this drill that we had to do.
What would you like to have improved?
Mainly time feel, more dynamic, like articulation.
Jazz practising advice
How have your teachers taught you ways to practise and how have they advised
you to practise jazz?
[Teacher A] was the 15-minute thing, that’s like the main thing that I got from her.
My teacher last year was big on, he was like “yeah man, do for hours a day and do 1
hour of scales and technical exercises, scales and arpeggios and then you know, spend
3 hours transcribing”.
So did you do that?
Yeah pretty much but it wasn’t always 3 hours transcribing. It was often you know
like maybe do a bit of transcription and then run stuff from that transcription through
all 12 keys.
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Not notating though? Just listening to recordings maybe slowed down?
Yeah. I think for me transcribing doesn’t necessarily entail like writing it down. Like
I think transcribing is like… if you’re learning the solo off the record and
internalising it then that’s transcribing, even if it’s not getting written down. Which
may not be the academically correct term but like, that’s how I’ve always seen it.
So mainly [Teacher A] is heavily advising you on that 15-minute strategy and
then your other teacher from New Zealand? Was there any other guys or just…
they’re the main sort of…?
It’s pretty much those two, I mean I listen to like recordings of Chris Potter talking
about practice. Like I mean I think the way those guys practise, because they’re on
such a different level, is it’s not hugely that applicable. You know? Like Chris
Potter’s talking about like how most of his practice is… he thinks about a vibe and
then you know he tries to play that vibe and he records the whole thing.
It seems like a conceptual…
Yeah, I think at that level most of those guys have gotten so much down.
They have it under their fingers but it’s just they need something else that’s
conceptual.
Yeah, like their practice is conceptual. Like it’s good to be aware that but I don’t
think you really do that when you are a first year like… unless you’re stupid like, if
you are practising that not at that level.
Do you teach jazz piano yourself? Or if you don’t how would you teach someone
to improvise?
Um, that’s a tough question. I did back in New Zealand but it wasn’t always strictly
jazz. Like, most of my students were just kids. I mean I normally… I like, in the
occasions where I was teaching like improvisation, it was a lot of like chord scale
relationships and that was like the foundation.
Was that like some sort of Jamey Aebersold approach? Because I know he does a
lot of that. I think it’s called Scale theory?
You know just like… you can tell when someone’s learnt like “it’s a Dm7 so play a D
Dorian” and it just like, it just waffles for ages and like you know one in every
hundred things they play might sound kinda nice but the rest of the time it just sounds
like they’re playing with a scale. So I would always be like, with the students that I
was teaching improvisation to, just be like… yeah listen to a lot of stuff. I started
getting a lot better when I started transcribing… or like people were like, “start
transcribing” and like actively listening and trying to figure out what’s going on as
opposed to just like…
Yeah, you learn so much more doing that I suppose rather than just being given
a scale and making something else out of it.
And being told that it goes over that chord cos it doesn’t sound good straight off.
Yeah, what’s really interesting is like, on paper that’s the theory and that that
should work in theory but the creative side of it is where you come in and what
you do with that is not necessarily going to work.
It’s like, it works but it just sounds lame if you do that.
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Yeah, but then like you said listening to recordings you see what they do with it
and other approaches they have. That’s how it’s exposed I guess.
I dunno, I wish when I like started playing someone had been like “over a minor 7
chord, you know the scale is Dorian but here’s this line that Wynton Kelly plays” you
know. Instead of like, just playing Dorian modes in all twelve keys.
Or playing the scale in a thirds pattern?
Yeah, it’s like. See if you can a line in all twelve… and I mean I don’t really like line
playing. You know you can really tell when people are recycling. Like I think that’s
all like… means to an end.
I heard John Scofield say once that he… whenever there was a lick that he
always played. To sort of remove it from his vocabulary, he would turn it into a
tune and so… that was apart of a tune [so] he couldn’t play it anymore. That was
his way of saying goodbye.
Yeah I don’t reckon you can play like… I reckon you have to like learn licks and then
like, they just get internalised and then you can probably play. I mean I’m still
learning licks and doing basic stuff.
I think it’s still a pretty important part, to learn licks.
Yeah, but it’s like more… they’re not like the end goal.
Some players like Herbie Hancock, they have their typical licks that they always
refer to. Sometimes it’s sort of like a… I don’t know if I’d put it as a filler… but
it’s their thing. Like I don’t know, Herbie would do that octaves tremolo thing
and when someone else does it you’re like “ah that’s a Herbie Hancock lick”.
Mulgrew Miller does that heaps, not the Herbie thing, but Mulgrew Miller has like
lots of licks that…
That people would use like that?
Yeah, or just like, I’ve been listening to like some Mulgrew Miller recently and you
notice like, “man I’m pretty sure he played that lick on every track on this album”.
[Laughs], like pretty much that exact lick on like every track.
Yeah, it’s sort of like they use that in the moment to just fill… it’s a filler. Yeah, I
guess that’s what a lick is…
Was there anything that you self-discovered throughout any of the sessions or
performances?
I find it easier to get distracted I think when it’s… you’re looking at something as
large as a tune. Like I think I’d find it easier to be like you know, look at the first…
spend 15 minutes looking at the first 4 bars of “In Your Own Sweet Way” and then
figure out like five really good things to play over the first 4 bars. But yeah, I was
like, I think looking at something like as big as a tune in that short amount of time. It
gets distracting cos there’s so much to do.
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That’s another point you brought up. You don’t like to typically use a lead sheet
as it’s written. You like to, like obviously you memorise tunes but you don’t like
to learn them from the Real book because they have specific changes an you
might like to alter them.
I still play from Real books a lot of the time cos it’s so convenient but like I’ve had so
many people rant to me about like, “don’t use Real books, you know just learn tunes
by ear cos Real books only have one set of changes and often they’re wrong or people
play different versions”.
Or to just memorise them and then you can make your own out of it.
I think it’s just like learning whether like important cadences are as opposed to… you
know like where the key changes are, where the resolutions are and then there’s just
all the stuff you can put in. I think it was [Teacher F] in rhythm section workshop
talking about how [Teacher A] like never plays a one-chord. I think we were playing
“I Love You” and he was like nah, [Teacher A] like never plays a one-chord, she
plays like the three minor and then she might like ii-V to the three minor and so
yeah… it sounds cool.
What are the main characteristics you believe to be important for piano
practice?
I’m really interested in how other people practise jazz piano and I think that it is
important to keep a written record of what you have been working on.
What are the main characteristics that you believe to be important for jazz
piano?
For me like, time is always a big one so I always… like I try to use a metronome
whenever I can, cos like my timing feel is not very good at the moment and so that’s
something I’m working on. Um… trying to go for that absolute focus thing is…
So discipline? Um, it could be like transcribing or…
Oh yeah, well I reckon transcribing is super important. If it’s more like, just parts of
practice yeah I reckon transcribing.
I guess that’s linked with listening as well?
Yeah, or always doing technical stuff. I mean just for me, like, I like always practise
technical things each day so like, scales and arpeggios.
Yep and what sort of scales are related in your technical? Is it just like major,
minor?
Yeah, I mean it’s not like… not anything ridiculous. It’s like, yeah major, minor,
sometimes going through like one mode, ah diminished. Diminished scales I find
really good because the fingering on those can get a bit haywire. Like I’ve only
started playing those like in the last few weeks properly and it’s like… because I’ve
got a technical exam next week and it’s like ah shit…
And how do you just play it? As a scale or do you have to play it…
We just play it as a scale and then play it up in thirds. Um, and whenever I’m
practising scales I’d try practise them in tenths as well as playing them in octaves.
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Musical background
How long have you been playing the piano?
Well I kinda started in grade three so… I reckon ’96 so it would’ve been about yeah,
8 years old.
Were you classically trained or did you follow a popular music pathway?
Yeah, yeah I was.
How long have you been playing jazz?
Um, well I first started in high school so that would’ve been… you know, 2001. That
being said like… it’s probably worth noting that I probably had a 10-year lay off
between 2005 and 2014.
Was playing by ear part of you training? Was it formal thing or an informal?
Probably both to be honest… well, cos I had to do um… we had aural exams for…
back home it’s called SACE (South Australian Certificate of Australia), year 11 and
12 musicianship topics.
So high school?
Yeah, but also um, as well as… I did AMEB… I did like up to grade 3 theory and
grade 6 musicianship of AMEB and it was aural components there but also…
So I guess that’s the formal, what would the informal aspect be?
Well, as part of jazz you kind of… a lot of it’s listening, a lot of it’s you know
applying what you’ve listened to in an improvisation context.
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What brought you to jazz?
Just being around it at high school.
So was it your teacher or was it through family or…
Ah teacher and ah teachers at school, and also I guess the program at school cos you
know there’s big bands, Dixieland bands and things like that so, you’re around it you
know.
Musical influences
Who are your influences and what kind of music do you listen to?
In terms of recorded kind of greats that I listen to um, definitely Red Garland, Hank
Jones, a little bit of Tommy Flanagan, Bill Evans.
What ways have they had an impact on you?
Ah, [they] just give you licks and melodic ideas to incorporate, that’s the main
thing… and stylistic ideas.
Practice routines
How often do you practise?
At the moment I’m trying to practise everyday. But that’s kind of a new thing as of
last week [laughs].
How much would you practise?
I’d say maybe 3–4 hours a day. I’ve got to stress though like, this is only like a recent
thing since I’ve, you know finished my research components at uni. I’m kind of now
actively trying to practise.
Explain how your usual day-to-day practice session is structured? If you have
one?
Ah, well this is a bit different to my normal day-to-day stuff cos I don’t really practise
pieces a lot at the moment but in terms of how I approached them… is that what
you’re looking for?
Yeah, or just… yeah that could be an idea. Or if you have another, a different
approach?
Yeah well, I’ve got a notepad of… like an A4 notepad of all of these… kind of
deficits in my playing um, and things that I need to work on and I just put that in front
of me and kind of go through that in no particular order each day.
Give me some examples on what it would say?
Ah like licks, um, bebop, ii-V-I scales, diminished scales, whole tone scales.
And so you just sort of look at that list whenever… throughout the day go “okay
I’m gonna work on that”?
Ah, I’ll just put it up here (points to piano stand) and I’ll just go through it, yeah.
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In no particular order?
Yeah, no particular order really.
“This is what I need to do”?
Yeah, or you know say if I’ve missed something from the day before I’ll go to that or
I’ve practised one thing and I’m, you know, cool with that I’ll kind of leave that till
the end or maybe skip that for the day.
And what do you practise those things on? What repertoire? Is it repertoire or is
it just exercises?
Nah, it just. Yeah it’s just more exercises and licks you know like stuff like this (plays
pattern based line on the piano using the whole tone scale). That kind of stuff like…
So, there’s no repertoire involved at this stage?
No, there isn’t.
What kind of aims do you give yourself within each practice session? So you’ve
got these goals on this page. Do you push yourself to achieving them? Do you
ever tick them off or is it always something that you need to work on?
Ah, just to get through the list man [laughs] just get to the list you know… within the
day.
Are there any forms of separate drills or technical exercises anything like that
when you’re looking at a piece?
Ah, well the ii-V-I concept is massive… that’s probably about it really.
Okay, so there’s no scalic ideas or… that thing you were just showing then. That
was pretty technical?
That whole tone? Just to practise it (plays the whole tone scale as a pattern).
Pattern based sort of things?
Yeah, exactly but I mean that… you don’t really see a piece and think “I’m gonna use
that” you know?
Do you read about jazz masters, tradition or historicism?
Not read but I have just watched all of Ken Burns’s um… it’s like a 12-episode
documentary. That was enough [laughs].
Do you transcribe, notate or analyse music?
Yep.
What sort of things?
Ah mainly licks.
Do you notate them?
I did… um, but now I’m kinda gonna try something different where I’m just um
listening to what I’m gonna play and record it cos it takes too long to write.
What sort of solos have you transcribed?
Ah, Red Garland’s a big one definitely.
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Once you learn it would you play it with the recording?
Oh sorry… I won’t transcribe full solos, just excerpts.
Just licks?
Yeah.
Would you still try them with the recording?
No.
Pedagogical influences
What educational jazz material that you are familiar with?
Mark Levine’s Jazz Piano Book definitely. That’s probably the big one to be honest.
Um, yeah I am using a book at the moment it’s a Louie Bellson book. It’s about um…
it’s just to improve sight-reading. So it’s not really jazz specific even though he’s a
jazz drummer.
Do you use any technology to help yourself practise?
I use the metronome app at home.
The recorded practice sessions
What was your approach to learning the set pieces and what did you prepare to
work on?
What was my approach? Uh, just put them up…
Is it pretty much the same for both of them? Was there any goals?
With the “Oleo” one…
Was there a structure or an arrangement that you developed?
Well… I knew the rhythm changes concept before doing “Oleo” and I’d heard of the
song but I didn’t really know how to play the melody and that… that difference
between the two is… the critical differences with “Oleo”, I had to spend a bit of time
actually getting the head under my fingers. Um, the other one I just played through.
And what gave you the idea to do hands together with the melody?
Ah, just cos it’s hard [laughs].
Had you listened to some recordings of that?
Maybe… yeah probably.
And “In Your Own Sweet Way”, what was your approach to arranging that?
You turned that into more of a ballad.
Yeah, right.
Or like tempo wise… was that a subconscious thing?
Yeah, I guess so. I’d never heard this song before, I just started playing it and that’s
kinda what came out.
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What types of methods did you find helpful learning the pieces? Like you said
you just put them up there and… do you just go from A to B and that was it?
Yeah [laughs].
Are there any strategies that you found effective are there any that were
ineffective and why?
Geez, that’s probably not applicable really… I mean.
Did you ever listen to sample recordings of the repertoire?
No. Well, I’ve heard “Oleo” before but I didn’t actively put it on to try and grasp how
it was for this exercise.
The recorded performances
With the performance today what were your thoughts with the pieces?
Ah a bit rough. “Oleo”, I mean especially just cos the… I mean it’s hard playing that
particular piece without a band for starters.
Yep, so maybe difficult solo wise?
Yeah, yeah for sure but also um… I hadn’t spent enough time really on the um, on the
improvisational side of things, over those changes to be um, you know…
For “Oleo” or for…
Yeah, yeah for “Oleo”, to be able to kind of come up with a really good continuous
kind of um, yeah continuous solo.
Did you prepare something similar to what you had been practising or did you
perform something that was new and unfamiliar? So that could be solo wise or
arrangement wise?
Well I didn’t really prepare anything period to be honest.
It was sort of just, how you would’ve played it if someone put something new in
front of you on the day?
Um, yeah probably but that being said like… I had a bit of time now to get my fingers
around it so there is that familiarity factor.
What aspects of your playing did you feel most confident with and what areas do
you feel you could’ve improved?
Geez, that’s probably not the person to be asking that question to be honest just cos I
kinda lack a lot of confidence in my playing. I like that I got from A to B you know
and I didn’t completely… it wasn’t a complete train wreck, that’s always a positive.
Um, in terms of improvement, well you know one thing for me is I just… I lack
technical ability and I lack jazz vocab and I lack um the ability to kind of create um,
produce um, mature kind of solos. It’s all a bit kind of juvenile and all fragmented and
lacks continuity so…
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Jazz practising advice
Have your teachers taught you ways to practise and how have they advised you
to practise jazz?
Well… you mean right now? No. I mean they show me things to practise but not how
to practise.
That’s the challenge, it’s a very individual… you’re on your own kind of thing,
you have to sort of get your own ideas.
Who is your teacher at the moment?
[Teacher L].
Do you teach jazz piano yourself?
No.
How would you teach someone else to improvise?
You can always start with a blues I reckon… start with a blues.
Is there anything that you self discovered during the practice sessions or
performances?
Ah yeah, my left hand’s pretty um, slow.
How so? Like with voicings or rhythmically or…
Ah, just with like…I did like (plays melody to “Oleo” on left hand).
Ah melodically?
Yeah, yeah, yeah totally.
Anything else?
Ah, I need to practise more [laughs].
What do you find are the main areas that are important in practising jazz piano?
So it could be anything.
Well, there’s scale theory, there’s chordal voicings, harmony theory and then just um,
soloing vocabulary.

Appendix C
Practice session tables
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Overview of participant practice sessions
Participant
Sean

Practice
session
1

YouTube link

Duration

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rn9Wk8S0MAA

4’48’’

2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sfdzfe9u5U4

22’31’’

3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BdV0aXGGZk

19’07’’

4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sdDDXCWdrw

33’11’’

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qz1586qtRws (Audio)

16’09’’

2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ki7O1y-UKM8 (Audio)

19’48’’

3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeXDyLgbGfI (Audio)

11’32’’

4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lswv8R75FDc (Audio)

19’08’’

5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbaUyjTE1NE (Audio)

16’09’’

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jl0xAlmF6l8 (Audio)

42’07’’

2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ts57M5ybtZM (Audio)

28’29’’

3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAqc30AXWs4

12’59’’

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9a_OtUutig

11’23’’

2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgOcHOPnuLU

8’33’’

3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7nZIwDj3ug

3’15’’

4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Pb53ZfD6Gg

11’12’’

5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGDlmsamoTs

19’36’’

6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2w99sWwA30

11’41’’

7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpAbPBFa5gs

26’27’’

8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68oC78P4cf4

25’47’’

9

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fj5tCM1oIds

15’52’’

10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2cO-AqcGI4

52’21’’

Amanda

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LV1flbzA4R0 (Audio)

62’01’’

David

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rTP_cT0cDI

68’25’’

Felix

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdXqx-9nqjk

61’13’’

Wiliam

1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NujL3bxq9Bg (Audio)

53’08’’

2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvstuQuvjds (Audio)

20’19’’

Linus

Matthew

Wilbur

Total practice data—approximately 664 minutes (11 hours)
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Participant #1—Sean

Piece
“In Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1
2
3

Sean—Practice session #1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rn9Wk8S0MAA
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’01’’
Form
Stride
N/A
2’20’’
Form
Stride
Tapping on knees
4’08’’
Form
Stride
N/A

Structure
A, A, B, C
B, C
A, B

Total practice time 4’48’’

Piece
“In Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Piece
“In Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Sean—Practice session #2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sfdzfe9u5U4
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
Structure
0’01’’
Form
Stride
Metronome
A, A, B, C
1’46’’
Form
Stride
Metronome
B
Rhythmic coordination
3’14’’
Form
Stride
Metronome
B, C
3’59’’
Form
Stride
Metronome
A, B, C
Rhythmic coordination
5’41’’
Form
Stride
Metronome
A, A, B, C
7’38’’
Form
Stride
Metronome
A, A, B, C
Soloing
Rhythmic coordination
11’00’’ Form
Stride
Metronome
A, A, B
Tapping on knees
13’17’’ Form
Stride
Metronome
A, A, B, C
14’48’’ Soloing Stride
Metronome
A, A, B, C
Tapping on knees
17’08’’ Soloing Stride
Metronome
A, A, A
18’58’’ Form
Stride
Metronome
B
20’20’’ Soloing Stride
Metronome
A, A, A, B
Tapping on knees
Total practice time 22’31’’

Chorus
1
2
3
4

Sean—Practice session #3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BdV0aXGGZk
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’16’’
Form
Stride
Metronome
1’49’’
Soloing
Stride
Metronome
3’21’’
Soloing
Stride
Metronome
4’52’’
Soloing
Stride
Metronome

5
6
7
8
9

6’45’’
8’17’’
9’48’’
11’32’’
13’33’’

Soloing
Form
Soloing
Harmony
Soloing

Stride
Stride
Stride
Voicings
ii-V-I

Structure
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, A, B,
C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, A, A
N/A
N/A

Metronome
Metronome
Metronome
Metronome
Metronome
Rhythmic coordination
Total practice time 19’07’’
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Piece
“Oleo”

23
24
25

Sean—Practice session #4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sdDDXCWdrw
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’13’’
Form
Arrangement
Doubled melody
Metronome
0’51’’
Form
Arrangement
Doubled melody
1’39’’
Form
Arrangement
Doubled melody
Metronome
2’24’’
Form
Arrangement
Doubled melody
Metronome
Right hand melody
separate
2’41’’
Form
Arrangement
Doubled melody
Metronome
Left hand melody separate
3’26’’
Form
Arrangement
Doubled melody
Slows down metronome
Left hand melody separate
4’30’’
Form
Arrangement
Doubled melody
Metronome
5’19’’
Form
Arrangement
Doubled melody
Metronome
5’55’’
Soloing N/A
LH comping RH soloing
Metronome
6’31’’
Soloing N/A
LH comping RH soloing
Metronome
7’08’’
Soloing N/A
LH comping RH soloing
Metronome
7’44’’
Form
N/A
Doubled melody
Metronome
8’44’’
Form
N/A
Doubled melody
Metronome
9’23’’
Form
N/A
Doubled melody
Metronome
9’57’’
Soloing N/A
LH comping RH soloing
Metronome
10’31’’ Soloing N/A
LH comping RH soloing
Metronome
11’05’’ Soloing N/A
LH comping RH soloing
Metronome
11’38’’ Form
Arrangement
Doubled melody
Metronome
12’24’’ Soloing N/A
LH comping RH soloing
Metronome
13’09’’ Soloing N/A
LH comping RH soloing
Metronome
13’43’’ Soloing N/A
LH comping RH soloing
Metronome
14’35’’ Harmo Quartal voicings Metronome
ny
15’48’’ Soloing “McCoy style”
Metronome
16’30’’ Soloing “McCoy style”
Metronome
17’10’’ Soloing “McCoy style”
Metronome

26

17’53’’

Soloing

“McCoy style”

Metronome

27
28

18’40’’
19’07’’

Soloing
Form

“McCoy style”
“McCoy style”

Metronome
Metronome

Chorus
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Structure
A, A, B, C
A, A
A, A, B, C
A, A

A, A, A
A, A, A, A,
B, A
A, A, B, A,
C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, A, B,
C
A, A, A, B,
C
A, B, C
A, A, B, C
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29
30
31

20’08’’
21’09’’
21’48’

Form
Form
Form
Soloing
Soloing

“McCoy style”
“McCoy style”
Arrangement:
pedal point
“McCoy style”
“McCoy style”

Metronome
Metronome
Doubled melody
Metronome
Metronome
Metronome

32
33

22’21’’
22’55’’

34

A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C

24’12’’

Form

“McCoy style”

Speeds up metronome

35

25’07’’

Soloing

“McCoy style”

Metronome

36

25’47’’

Soloing

“McCoy style”

Metronome

37
38
39

26’28’’
27’00’’
27’50’’

Soloing
Form
Form

“McCoy style”
“McCoy style”
Arrangement

Metronome
Metronome
Doubled melody
Left hand melody separate

40
41

28’37’’
29’15’’

Form
Form

“McCoy style”
Arrangement

42

29’43’’

Form

Arrangement

43

31’50’’

Form

Arrangement

44

32’45’’

Form

Arrangement

A, A, B, C
Doubled melody
A, A, B
Left hand melody
Doubled melody
A, A, A, A,
Metronome
A
Left hand melody
Doubled melody
A, A
Slows down metronome
Left hand melody
Doubled melody
A, A
Metronome
Left hand melody
Total practice time 33’11’’

A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C,
A, A
A, A, A, A,
B, C
A, A, A, B,
C
A, A, A, B,
C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A
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Participant #2—Linus

Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Linus—Practice session #1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qz1586qtRws (Audio only)
Chorus Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
1
0’01’’
Harmony
Two handed
“So I’m working on twovoicings
handed fourth based
voicings and I’m going
to put them through ‘In
Your Own Sweet Way’”
Metronome=50
2
1’44’’
Harmony
Two handed
Metronome
voicings
3
3’21’’
Harmony
Two handed
Metronome
voicings
4
5’09’’
Harmony
Two handed
“Now I’m going to try
voicings
putting it into another
key”
Transposition
5
10’13’’ Harmony
Two handed
Metronome
voicings
6

11’36’’

Harmony

Transposition
Two handed
voicings

7

14’11’’

Harmony

Transposition
Two handed
voicings

Structure
A, A, B, C

A, A, B, C
B, C, B, C
A, A, B, C

A, A, B

“So now I’m doing the
same thing, putting it
into another key”

A, A, B, C,
B, C

“In another key”

A, A, B, C

Transposition
Total practice time 16’09’’

Piece
“Oleo”

Linus—Practice session #2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ki7O1y-UKM8 (Audio only)
Chorus Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
1
0’01’’
Soloing Time Feel
“So now I’m working on
‘Oleo’ and I’m going to be
playing straight quavers,
which is a way at working on
my time feel. And I’m gonna
be starting on specific parts of
every bar. So at first I’ll start
on beat 1, maybe play on
[beat] 1+, and then 2, and 2+,
and then 3, and 3+ and that
forces you out of the habit of
playing in certain parts of the
bar”
LH voicings
RH soloing
Metronome=65
2
1’47’’
Soloing Time Feel
Metronome
LH voicings
RH soloing
3
2’45’’
Soloing Time Feel
Metronome
LH voicings
RH soloing
4
3’48’’
Soloing Time Feel
Metronome

Structure
A, A, B, C

A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C
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5

4’45’’

Soloing

6

5’53’’

Soloing

7

6’54’’

Soloing

8

8’20’’

Soloing

9

9’23’’

Soloing

10

10’26’’

Soloing

11

11’54’’

Soloing

12

12’58’’

Soloing

13

13’45’’

Soloing

14

14’39’’

Soloing

15

16’00’’

Soloing

LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
RH soloing
Time Feel
Expression
LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
Expression
LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
Expression
LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
Expression
LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
Expression
LH voicings
RH soloing

Time Feel
Expression
LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
Expression
LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
Expression
LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
Expression
LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
Expression
LH voicings
RH soloing

Metronome

A, A, B, C

Metronome

A, A, B, C

Metronome
“Now I’m just going to add
that I’m going to try playing
evenly and quietly”
Softer
Metronome

A, A, B, C

Metronome
Softer

A, B, C

Metronome=80

A, B, C

“Now I’m increasing the
tempo and I’m gonna play
shorter phrases starting on
beat 3. And I’m also going to
try to um… add dynamic
shape to every short phrase in
different ways. So I might
start a phrase um, quiet and
end it loud, or start it loud and
end it quiet, or start it quiet,
loud in the middle and quiet
again. Just as a way of
working on dynamics and my
lines”
Dynamics
Metronome
Metronome
Dynamics

A, A, B, C

Metronome
Dynamics

A, A, B, C

Metronome
Dynamics

A, A, B, C

Metronome
Dynamics

A, A, B, C

Metronome
Dynamics

A, B, C

A, A, B, C
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16

16’37’’

Soloing

17

17’28’’

Soloing

18

18’41’’

Soloing

Time Feel
LH voicings
RH soloing
Time Feel
RH soloing

Time Feel

Metronome

A, B, C

“Now I’m gonna just play um
not thinking about where I’m
starting the phrase, in a more
just natural free way, ah but
still thinking about more
general dynamic shape…
playing longer lines as well”
Metronome
Natural phrasing
Dynamics
LH voicings
RH soloing

A, A, B, C

A, A, A, B,
C

Metronome=65
Total practice time 19’48’’

Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Linus—Practice session #3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oeXDyLgbGfI (Audio only)
Chorus Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
1
0’01’’
Soloing Pacing
“So now I’m practising this
LH
concept called ‘pacing’, which
voicings
is kind of about using space.
RH soloing Um, basically what I’ll do is just
play for… I’m gonna do this
over ‘In Your Own Sweet
Way’. I’m gonna play for a bar,
then not play for a bar, play for
a bar, not play for a bar, like
that and then maybe I’ll do it
with two bars. Playing for two
bars, not for two bars. It’s a
really good way to sort of
develop motivic elements in
your playing. So you can play
something for the bar and then
in the bar rest, ah you can sort
of hear it and think of
something to develop it”
2

1’19’’

Soloing

3

2’18’’

Soloing

4

3’17’’

Soloing

5

3’56’’

Soloing

6

4’41’’

Soloing

Pacing
LH
voicings
RH soloing
Pacing
LH
voicings
RH soloing
Pacing
LH
voicings
RH soloing
Pacing
LH
voicings
RH soloing
Pacing

Structure
A

Metronome=60
Metronome

A, A, B, C

Metronome

A, A, B, C

Metronome

A, B

Metronome

A, B, C

“Ah, now I’m just going to

A, A, B, C
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LH
voicings
RH soloing
7

5’58’’

Soloing

8

7’04’’

Soloing

9

8’35’’

Soloing

10

9’35’’

Soloing

11

10’35’’

Soloing

Pacing
LH
voicings
RH soloing
Pacing
LH
voicings
RH soloing

Pacing
LH
voicings
RH soloing
Pacing
LH
voicings
RH soloing
Pacing
LH
voicings
RH soloing

swap which bar I’m playing on.
So I’m going to play on every
second bar”
Metronome
Metronome

A, A, B, C

“Now I’m gonna do it but um,
I’m gonna try… instead of
doing it in a specific way I’m
gonna do general pacing. Which
means I’m simply gonna play
and then leave a lot of space and
um… wait till I hear something
that continues the idea of my
last line”
Metronome
Metronome

A, A, B, C

Metronome

A, A, B, C

Metronome

A, A, B, C

A, A, B, C

Total practice time 11’32’’

515

Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Linus—Practice session #4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lswv8R75FDc (Audio only)
Chorus Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
Structure
1
0’01’’
Form
Voicing the
“So now I’m working on
A, A, A, A,
Harmony melody
um ‘In Your Own Sweet
A, A, A
LH voicings
Way’, working on Bud
RH melody/
Powell voicings for a more
voicing the
of um… solo piano
melody in
approach. Um, so I’m just
chords
going to be playing Bud
Powell voicings in my left
hand and the melody in my
right hand and then once
I’ve got that working I
might add extra notes”
2
5’29’’
Form
Voicings
“At the moment I’m just
B, B, B
Harmony LH voicings
working out a smooth way
RH melody/
to play this um… this
voicing the
thing I’ve worked out, this
melody in
particular voice leading.
chords
It’s really important to um,
try to make the chords
sound evenly and to go
between the chords
smoothly and sometimes
it’s pretty tricky”
3
9’48’’
Form
Voicings
“And now I’m gonna put
B
Harmony Transposition
this um… this little um…
LH voicings
this little chord
RH melody
progression that I’ve
voiced in
worked out into some
chords
other keys, these particular
voicings”
4
16’59’’ Form
Voicings
N/A
C, C
Harmony LH voicings
RH melody
/voiced in
chords
Total practice time 19’08’’

516

Piece
“Oleo”

Linus—Practice session #5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbaUyjTE1NE (Audio only)
Chorus Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
Structure
1
0’00’’
Soloing Pacing
“So now I’m working on
A, A, B, C
RH soloing pacing on rhythm changes.
Um, I’m gonna be playing…
playing for a bar, then not
playing for a bar. And then
I’m gonna change it um… to
two bars on, two bars off”
Metronome=70
2
1’23’’
Soloing Pacing
Metronome
A, A, B, C
RH soloing
3
2’26’’
Soloing Pacing
Metronome
A, A, B, C
LH
voicings
RH soloing
4
3’19’’
Soloing Pacing
“Now I’ll do it on… on every
A, A, B, C
LH
second bar, playing on every
voicings
second bar”
RH soloing Metronome
5
4’28’’
Soloing Pacing
Metronome
A, A, B, C
LH
voicings
RH soloing
6
5’20’’
Soloing Pacing
Metronome
A, A, B, C
LH
voicings
RH soloing
7
6’15’’
Soloing Pacing
“Now I’ll try um… two bars
A, A, B, C
LH
on, two bars off”
voicings
Metronome
RH soloing
8
7’22’’
Soloing Pacing
Metronome
A, B, C
LH
voicings
RH soloing
9
8’06’’
Soloing Pacing
Metronome
A, A, B, C
LH
voicings
RH soloing
10
9’08’’
Soloing Pacing
“Now um, every second two
A, A, B, C
LH
bars”
voicings
Metronome
RH soloing
11
9’52’’
Soloing Pacing
Metronome
A, A, A, B, C
LH
voicings
RH soloing
Total practice time 16’09’’
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Participant #3—Matthew

Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

“Oleo”

Matthew—Practice session #1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jl0xAlmF6l8 (Audio only)
Chorus Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
1
0’09’’
Transcription
Aural
“Starting off with ‘In
Harmony
memorisation
Your Own Sweet
Playing along
Way’. Um… so I
with recording haven’t heard this
Voicings
one at all. I’ve looked
it up on YouTube and
I’m just gonna play it
through with the
track”
YouTube clip
2
2’10’’
Form
Melody
Slow practice
Harmony
voiced in
Sight reading chart
chords
3
5’32’’
Form
Melody
Slow practice
Harmony
voiced in
chords
4
8’29’’
Form
Melody
Trial and error with
voiced in
voicings
chords
5
11’28’’ Form
Melody
Trial and error with
voiced in
voicings
chords
6
12’41’’ Form
Melody
Trial and error with
voiced in
voicings
chords
7
15’59’’ Form
Arrangement
Trial and error with
of Coda
voicings
8

18’21’’

Form

Melody
voiced in
chords
LH bass notes
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Aural
memorisation
LH voicings
RH melody

9

20’16’’

Soloing

10

21’43’’

Soloing

11

23’39’’

Transcription

12

24’20’’

Form

13

27’57’’

Form

LH voicings
RH melody

14

28’30’’

Form

LH voicings
RH melody

15

30’43’’

Form

16

32’20’’

Form

17

33’30’’

Form

18

35’26’’

Form

LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings

Trial and error with
voicings

Structure
A, A, B, A

A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, B,
A
A, A
A, A, A, B,
A
Coda,
Coda,
Coda,
Coda
A, A, B, A

N/A

A, A, B, A

N/A

A, A, B, A

YouTube clip of
“Oleo”
Slow practice
Counting
Sight reading
Slow practice
Counting
Sight reading
Slow practice
Counting
Sight reading
N/A

N/A
A, A, A, B,
A
A
A, A, A,
A, B, A

N/A

A, A, A,
A, B, A
A, A, B, A

Faster
Repetition
N/A

A, A, A,
A, A, A, A
A, A, B, A
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19

36’12’’

Form

20

36’35’’

Form

21

37’07’’

Form
Harmony

22

39’38’’

Form

23

40’24’’

Form

24

41’21’’

Form

RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
New voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody

N/A

A, A

Slower

A, A

Faster

A, A, A,
A, A, A,
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A

Fast
N/A
Fast

A, A, A, B,
A
A, A, B, A
Total practising time 42’07’’

Piece
“Oleo”

Matthew—Practice session #2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ts57M5ybtZM (Audio only)
Chorus
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
Structure
1
0’11’’
Form
LH voicings Repetition
A, A, A,
RH melody
2
1’22’’
Form
LH voicings Faster
A, A, A, A, A
RH melody
3
2’25’’
Form
LH voicings Slower
A, A, B, A
RH melody
4
3’27’’
Form
LH voicings N/A
A
RH melody
5
4’19’’
Form
LH voicings Metronome = 160
A, A, B, A
RH melody
6
5’09’’
Form
LH voicings Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
7
5’50’’
Form
LH voicings Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
8
6’39’’
Form
LH voicings Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
9
7’17’’
Form
LH voicings Metronome
A, A, A, A, A, B,
RH melody
A
10
8’34’’
Form
LH voicings Increases
A, A, B, A
RH melody
metronome speed to
210
11
9’13’’
Form
LH voicings Metronome
A, A
RH melody
12
9’43’’
Form
LH voicings Metronome
A, B, A
RH melody
13
10’15’’ Form
LH voicings Metronome
A, A, B, A, A
RH melody
14
11’19’’ Form
LH voicings Increases
A, A, B, A
RH melody
metronome speed to
218
15
12’17’’ Form
LH voicings Metronome
A
RH melody
16
12’39’’ Form
LH voicings “This is the
A, A, B, A
RH melody
recommended
speed now. Its 224”
Metronome=224
17
13’17’’ Form
LH voicings Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
18
14’10’’ Form
LH voicings Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
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19

15’07’’

Soloing

20

15’41’’

Form

21

16’45’’

Form

22

18’04’’

Form
Harmony

23

21’28’’

Form

24

23’40’’

Form

25

25’24’’

Form

26

26’47’’

Form

LH voicings
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
Drop 2
voicings
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody

LH voicings
RH melody

Metronome

A, A, B, A

Metronome

A, A, B, A

Metronome =100

A, A, B

N/A

A, A, A, B, A,
Coda

Metronome = 80

A, A, B, A

Metronome = 90

A, A, B, A

“Let’s try it at 100.
I’ll probably stuff it
up but let’s give it a
go”. Metronome =
100
Metronome

A, A, B, A

A, A, B, A, Coda

Total practising time 28’29’’

Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1
2
3
4

“Oleo”

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Matthew—Practice session #3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAqc30AXWs4
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
Structure
0’11’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome = 100
A, A, B, A
RH melody
1’33’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A, Coda
RH melody
3’13’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
4’35’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A, Coda
RH melody
7’01’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome = 224
A, A, B, A
RH melody
7’35’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
8’09’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
8’52’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
9’28’’
Soloing
LH voicings
Metronome
A
RH soloing
9’42’’
Soloing
Walking bass
Metronome
A, A, B, A
Harmony Comping
10’16’’ Soloing
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
10’52’’ Soloing
LH voicings
Metronome
A
RH soloing
11’06’’ Soloing
Walking bass
Metronome
A, A, B, A
Harmony Comping
11’44’’ Soloing
Walking bass
Metronome
A, A, B, A
Harmony Comping
RH soloing
12’20’’ Form
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH melody
Total practising time 12’59’’
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Participant #4—Wilbur

Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1

Wilbur—Practice session #1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9a_OtUutig
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’09’’
Form
LH voicings
N/A
RH melody voiced
in chords

2

1’44’’

Soloing

3

3’58’’

Soloing

4

5’32’’

Soloing

5

7’02’’

Soloing

6

8’08’’

Soloing

7

9’23’’

Soloing

8

10’21’’

Soloing

LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing (with
metronome on beat
4)
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing (with
metronome on beat
4)
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing (faster with
metronome on beat
2 of every bar) with
motivic
development every
eight bars.
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing
(metronome on beat
2)
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing
(metronome on beat
2) with one motivic
idea per chorus.
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing
(metronome on beat
2) with one motivic
idea per chorus.
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing
(metronome on beat
2) with one motivic
idea per chorus.

Metronome=120
“Now I’ll do
some soloing with
the metronome on
beat 4”
N/A

Structure
A, A, B, A,
Vamp (with
added
transposition)
A, A, B, A

A, A, B (upper
structures) A,
Vamp

Metronome
“Now I’ll do it a
bit faster with the
metronome on
beat 2 of every
bar and do some
motivic
development”.
Metronome

A, A, B, A

Metronome
“So that was sort
of just picking
one motif per 8
bars. Now I’ll try
and do one idea
per chorus”
Metronome

A, A, B, A

Metronome

A, A, B, A

A, A, B, A

A, A, B, A

Total practising time 11’22’’
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Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1

2

3

4

5

6

Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1

2

3

Wilbur—Practice session #2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgOcHOPnuLU
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
Structure
0’14’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
“Just continuing
Soloing (metronome on with the idea
on beat 2) with one
per chorus thing”
motivic idea per
chorus.
1’11’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
Soloing (metronome
on beat 2) with one
motivic idea per
chorus.
2’09’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
Soloing (metronome
on beat 2) with one
motivic idea per
chorus.
3’29’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome=40
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
“Now I will just
Slow soloing
do some really
(metronome on beat
slow soloing”
2)
5’05’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome
A, B (chord
RH soloing
subs), A
Coltrane changes (B)
Slow soloing
(metronome on beat
2)
6’35’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
“Now I’ll solo
Slow soloing
again a but up and
(metronome on beat
focus on a bit of
2)
an even tone and
a consistent left
hand”
Total practising time 8’33’’
Wilbur—Practice session #3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7nZIwDj3ug
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
Structure
0’03’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome A, A, B, A
RH soloing
Soloing Tone/even touch
(metronome beat 2)
1’19’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome A, B, A
RH soloing
Soloing Tone/even touch
(metronome beat 2)
2’07’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome A, A, B, A
RH soloing
Soloing Tone/even touch
(metronome beat 2)
Total practising time 3’15’’
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Piece
“In
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Chorus
1

2

3

Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1

N/A

2

3

4

Wilbur—Practice session #4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Pb53ZfD6Gg
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
Structure
0’34’’
Soloing
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B (upper
Harmony RH soloing
“I’m gonna
structures), A
Chord substitutions record it slowly,
Upper structures
focusing on
(section B)
putting in some
Coltrane changes
alternate
(section C)
changes, chord
Slow soloing with a substitutions”
focus on putting in
alternate changes
and chord
substitutions.
2’27’’
Soloing
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, A, B, A,
Harmony RH soloing
Repetition
Vamp
Coltrane changes
Upper structures
Slow soloing
(added chord
changes) Voicings
7’10’’
Soloing
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, A, A, A,
Harmony RH soloing
B, A
Coltrane changes
Slow soloing
(added chord
changes) Voicings
Total practising time 11’12’’
Wilbur—Practice session #5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGDlmsamoTs
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
Structure
0’21’’
Soloing
LH voicings
“Now I’m going to
(A, A), A, A
RH soloing
solo using phrases
Soloing phrases
consisting of 5
consisting of 5
quavers”.
quavers
Metronome
1’27’’
Discussion of where quavers line up in the score
“So they should line up in the 5th bar, the 11th bar… So the 5th bar of A,
the 6th bar of A. The 4th bar of B. The 6th bar of A, the 4th bar of A2 and
the 2nd bar of B, the last bar of B. No… the 6th bar of A, the 3rd bar of
A2, the 8th bar of A2, the 4th bar of B2, the 2nd bar of C and the 2nd last
bar of C. So I’ll try and get through the whole song.”
3’55’’
Soloing
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
Soloing phrases
consisting of 5
quavers
5’21’’
Soloing
LH voicings
Metronome
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
Soloing phrases
consisting of 5
quavers
7’38’’
Soloing
Soloing/comping
Metronome
A, A, B, A
Harmony with LH comping
“Obviously I want
on the end of beats
to make sure that
2 and 4
the end of each
phrase hits a chord
tone. Like if it lands
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5

8’48’’

Soloing
Harmony

6

10’39’’

Soloing

7

12’45’’

Soloing

8

14’57’’

Form

9

16’11’’

Soloing

10

17’08’’

Soloing

11

18’05’’

Soloing

LH comping
RH soloing
Soloing/comping
with LH comping
on the end of beats
2 and 4
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing: Chromatic
enclosures of chord
tones
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing: Nonchromatic
enclosures of chord
tones
LH voicings
RH melody
Form in 5/4
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing in 5/4
Soloing in 5/4
hands doubled
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing in 5/4

on one or is
anticipating, I
probably want to hit
a chord tone for the
next chord. Now
I’ll work on soloing
my left hand and
playing on the end
of 2 and the end of
4”
Metronome
“Now I’ll work on
chromatic
enclosures of chord
tones, slower
tempo”
Metronome
Slower tempo
“Now I’ll do that
again but not
always chromatic”
Metronome

A, A, B, A

A, A, B, A

A, A, B, A

“Now I’ll do it in
5”.
Metronome

A, A, B, A,
Vamp

Metronome

A, A, B, A

Metronome

A, A, B, A

Metronome

A, A, B, A

Total practising time 19’36’’

Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1

Wilbur—Practice session #6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2w99sWwA30
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’38’’
Soloing
Slow soloing:
“So I’m just gonna
focus on
practise slow soloing.
arpeggios and Concentrating on ‘In
enclosures,
Your Own Sweet
achieving the
Way’. I’m looking at
changes and
all the things I’ve been
alternate
looking at like
changes.
arpeggios and
LH voicings
enclosures and the
RH soloing
changes and ultimate
changes

2

2’14’’

Soloing

3

3’52’’

Soloing

Slow soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Slow soloing

Structure
A, A, B, A

Metronome= 40
Metronome

A, A, B, A

Metronome

A, A, B (double
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4

5’32’’

Soloing

5

7’37’’

Soloing

6

9’36’’

Soloing

LH voicings
RH soloing
Slow soloing
Coltrane
changes
LH voicings
RH soloing
Slow soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Developed
motifs
Slow soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Developed
motifs

time), A
Metronome

A, A, B (double
time/alternate
changes), A

Metronome

A, A, B, A

Metronome

A, A, B, A

Total practising time 11’41’’

Piece
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1

2
3

4
5
6

“Oleo”

7
8
9
10

Wilbur—Practice session #7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpAbPBFa5gs
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’05’’
Soloing
Slow soloing
“I’ll just do some
(concentrating
more slow soloing
on good/even
concentrating on…
tone, a balanced everything. A good
left hand, no
even tone, a together
random accents
left hand, no random
and achieving
accents and nailing
the changes).
the changes”
LH voicings
RH soloing
Metronome =40
2’42’’
Soloing
Slow soloing
Metronome
LH voicings
RH soloing
4’29’’
Soloing
Slow soloing
Metronome
Coltrane
changes
LH voicings
RH soloing
7’25’’
Soloing
Slow soloing
Metronome
LH voicings
RH soloing
10’48’’ Soloing
Slow soloing
Metronome
Harmonised
soloing
12’56’’ Soloing
Slow soloing
Metronome
Coltrane
changes
Arpeggios
LH voicings
RH soloing
15’03’’ Form
Doubled melody Quotes Bill Evans (B
section)
15’51’’ Form
LH melody
N/A
16’40’’ Form
Doubled melody N/A
harmonised
(Mehldau style)
17’57’’ Form
Doubled melody N/A

Structure
A, A, B, A

A, A, B, A
A, A, A, A, A

A, A, A, A, B,
A, Vamp
A, A
A, A, B, A

A, A, B, A
A, A, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
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harmonised
(Mehldau style)
11

19’48’’

Form

12

19’59’’

Soloing

13

20’47’’

Soloing

14

21’34’’

Soloing

15

22’17’’

Soloing

16

23’02’’

Soloing

17

23’46’’

Soloing

18

24’53’’

Soloing

19

25’39’’

Soloing

LH voicings
RH melody
Doubled soloing
LH walking bass
RH soloing
LH walking bass
RH soloing
Motivic
development
LH voicings
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Motivic
development
LH
voicings/walking
bass
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody

N/A

A

Lick from
performance
Lick from
performance
N/A

A, A (lick), B,
A
A (lick), A, B,
A
A, A, B, A

Vocalised

A, A, B, A

N/A

A, A, B, A

N/A

A, A, A, B, A

Licks from
performance
N/A

A (lick), A
(lick), B, A
A, A

Total practising time 26’27’’

Piece
“Oleo”

Chorus
1

2

3

Wilbur—Practice session #8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68oC78P4cf4
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’39’’
Soloing
Slow soloing
“Now I’ll do
with a focus on
some slow
scale running,
soloing over
alternate
‘Oleo’. Just
changes,
doing scale
patterns, rhythm running and
groupings,
alternate
tenths
changes and
LH voicings
patterns and
RH soloing
rhythm
groupings and
maybe tenths”
Metronome=40
Lick from
performance
2’06’’
Soloing
Slow soloing
Metronome
LH
bass/walking
bass
RH soloing
Doubled
harmonised
soloing (B)
4’09’’
Soloing
Slow soloing
Metronome
LH
bass/walking
bass/voicings

Structure
A (lick), A
(lick), B, A

A, A, A, B
(harmonised),
A

A, A, B, A
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4

5’45’’

Soloing

5

7’34’’

Soloing

6

9’34’’

Transcription

7

13’15’’

Transcription

8

13’38’’

Transcription

9

14’31’’

Transcription

10

15’07’’

Transcription

11

16’17’’

Transcription

12

17’37’’

Transcription

13

18’10’’

Transcription

RH soloing
Slow soloing
LH walking
bass/voicings
RH soloing
Slow soloing
LH walking
bass
RH soloing
Aural
memorisation
Transcription
from memory
with recording
(Bud Powell—
“Parisian
Thoroughfare”)
Aural
memorisation

Aural
memorisation
Transcription
licks from
recording
Transposition
Aural
memorisation
Transcription
licks from
recording
Aural
memorisation

Aural
memorisation
Transcription
licks from
recording
Transposition
LH bass
RH soloing
Aural
memorisation
Transcription
licks from
recording
Transposition
LH bass
RH soloing
Aural
memorisation

Metronome
Lick from
performance
Metronome

A, A (lick), A
(alt changes/
double time),
B, A
A, A, B, A

“Now I’m
gonna play
along with Bud
Powell’s solo
over ‘Parisian
Thoroughfare’”

N/A

Stops recording
and plays
separately on
piano.
Transcription
(slows down
recording)
“Now I’ll put
some lines from
that solo in Bb”

N/A

N/A

A, B, A

Cross
referencing
recording with
piano
Listening/playb
ack to slow
recording
“Now in Bb”

N/A

“Now in Bb”

A, A
(transposed
lick)

“Now in Bb”

A, A
(transposed

A, A, B, A

A, A
(transposed
lick)
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14

19’20’’

Transcription

15

21’00’’

Transcription

16

22’00’’

Transcription

17

22’57’’

Transcription

Transcription
licks from
recording
Transposition
LH bass
RH soloing
Aural
memorisation
Transcription
licks from
recording
Aural
memorisation
Transcription
licks from
recording
Transposition
Aural
memorisation
Transcription
licks from
recording
Aural
memorisation
Transcription
licks from
recording
Transposition

lick) x2

N/A

A

“Now in Bb”

A, A
(transposed
lick)

N/A

A

N/A

A

Total practising time 25’47’’

Piece
“Oleo”

Chorus
1
2
3

Wilbur—Practice session #9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fj5tCM1oIds
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’22’’
Form
Slow practice
“So ‘Oleo’ at a slow
Doubled melody
tempo”
Metronome= 40
1’59’’
Soloing Slow soloing
Metronome
LH voicings
RH soloing
3’36’’
Soloing Slow soloing
Metronome
LH voicings
Lick from
RH soloing
performance

4

5’09’’

Soloing

5

7’09’’

Soloing

6

8’19’’

Soloing

7

9’52’’

Soloing

8

11’47’’

Soloing

Slow soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Slow soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Slow soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Slow soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Slow soloing
Comping using drop
2 voicings
Coltrane changes

Metronome
Metronome
Vocalised
Metronome
Lick from
performance
Metronome
Metronome

Structure
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A (reference
lick to
performance),
A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, B (whole
tone), A
(blues)
A (lick to
performance),
A, B, A
A, A, A, A
A, A (drop
2), A (drop
2), B, A, B
(alternate
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9

14’13’’

Soloing

LH voicings
RH voicings/soloing
Slow soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Playing slowly so
everything is easy to
hear and play
substitutions,
concentrating on
making melodies
with chord tones,
incorporating licks
from a Bud Powell
solo and an Oscar
Peterson solo,
enclosures,
arpeggios, alternate
changes

Piece
“Oleo”

Chorus
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

changes)
Metronome

A

“So that was just
playing slowly so
everything is easier
to hear,
concentrating on
making melodies
with chord tones, I
was also
concentrating on
incorporating some
licks from a Bud
Powell solo and I do
a couple of things
from an Oscar
Peterson solo as
well. I was working
on enclosures,
arpeggios, alternate
changes… Soloing
slowly so that it’s
easier to hear if you
want to concentrate
on melodies and
also easier to play
substitutions and
more complex
things”
Total practising time 15’52’’

Wilbur—Practice session #10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2cO-AqcGI4
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’23’’
Form
Doubled melody Metronome=80
1’14’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome
RH soloing
Repetition of
repeated lick
3’25’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome
RH soloing
Lick used in
performance
4’14’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome
RH soloing
5’10’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome
RH soloing
Commonly featured
lick
5’58’’
Soloing LH voicings
Metronome
RH soloing
6’50’’
Soloing LH walking
Metronome
bass/voicings
RH soloing
8’08’’
Soloing LH
Metronome
bass/voicings
Commonly featured
RH soloing
lick
9’02’’
Soloing LH walking
Metronome
bass/voicings
“Now I’ll try doing
RH soloing
groups of five
quavers”

Structure
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
(revises line
repeatedly)
A (lick), A, B,
A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, A, B, A
A, A (lick), B,
A
A, A
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10

10’00’’

11

10’19’’

12

10’55’’

13

12’13’’

14

13’19’’

15

15’31’’

16

16’51’’

17

17’57’’

18

19’12’’

19

20’41’’

20

20’51’’

21

21’39’’

Soloing

Soloing (with
Metronome=70
A, A
groups of five
quavers)
Discusses grouping of quavers
“I’ve worked this out already so it should already line up. First bar,
sixth bar, third bar, seventh bar”
Soloing
Soloing (with
Metronome
A, A, A, B, A
groups of five
quavers)
LH
bass/voicings
RH soloing
Soloing
Soloing (with
Metronome
A, A, B, A
groups of five
quavers)
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing
Soloing (with
Metronome
A, A, A, A, B,
groups of five
“Before I do some
A
quavers)
slow soloing, I’ll
LH
just do some sort of
bass/voicings
medium tempo, just
RH soloing
concentrating on an
even touch and a
nice left hand”
Soloing
Soloing
Metronome=60
A, A, A
(Medium tempo
(doubled
focusing on an
melody), B, A
even touch and
nice left hand,
vocalised)
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing
Soloing
Metronome
A, A (lick), B,
(Medium tempo
A
focusing on an
even touch and
nice left hand)
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing
Soloing
Metronome
A, A, B
(Medium tempo
(doubled
focusing on an
“And now I’ll do
melody), A
even touch and
some slow soloing”
nice left hand)
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing
Slow soloing
Metronome=40
A, A, B, A
(vocalised)
LH voicings
RH soloing
Harmony Giant Steps
N/A
N/A
changes over
“Oleo”
Harmony Rhythm changes N/A
N/A
alternate
changes
Harmony Giant Steps
N/A
N/A
changes over
“Oleo”
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“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”
“All
The
Things
You
Are”
“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

22

22’25’’

Soloing

23

24’16’’

Soloing

24

26’34’’

Soloing

25

27’50’’

Harmony

26

29’16’’

Soloing

27

31’44’’

Soloing

28

33’26’’

Form

29

34’54’’

Harmony

30

35’21’’

Harmony

31

35’40’’

Soloing

32

37’35’’

Soloing

33

38’45’’

Form

34

39’10’’

Soloing

35

40’14’’

Soloing

36

42’16’’

Form

Slow soloing
LH
bass/voicings
RH soloing
Coltrane
changes
Slow
soloing/alternate
changes
LH
bass/voicings
RH soloing
Slow
soloing/Coltrane
changes
LH voicings
RH soloing
Working out a
pattern to work
with the
changes
Slow
soloing/pattern/
alternate
changes
LH voicings
RH soloing
Slow
soloing/pattern/
alternate
changes
LH voicings/
walking bass
RH soloing
Form in 5/4
LH voicings
RH melody
Progression in
7/8 (voicings)
Progression
used for
reference
possibly for 7/8

Metronome

A, A, B
(Coltrane
changes), A

Metronome

A, A, B, A

Metronome

A, A

N/A

N/A

Metronome

A (lick), A, A

Metronome

A, A, A

Claps rhythm

A

Metronome=90

A

N/A

A

Soloing in 7/8
LH voicings
RH soloing
Soloing in 7/8
LH voicings
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Form (rubato
arrangement)
Doubled melody
Voiced in

Metronome=90

A, A, B, A,
Vamp

Metronome
Claps rhythm

A

Metronome=60

A, Vamp

Metronome
Vocalised
Metronome
Vocalised
N/A

A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A,
Vamp
A, A (call and
response with
left and right
hand), B, A
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37

44’22’’

Form

38

46’34’’

Form

39

49’18’’

Form

chords
Call and
response with
left and right
hand
Solo piano
arrangement
Form (rubato
arrangement)
Textural LH
interpretation
Form (rubato/
polyphonic/
textural
arrangement
Form (rubato
arrangement/ped
al point)
Textural LH
interpretation

N/A

A, A, B, A (call
and response)

N/A

A, A, Vamp

N/A

A, A, B, A

Total practising time 52’21’’

532
Participant #5—Amanda

Piece
“Oleo”

“In
Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Amanda—Practice session #1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LV1flbzA4R0 (Audio only)
Chorus Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
1
0’17’’
Form
RH melody
N/A
2
1’30’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
3
3’23’’
Form
Doubled melody
Metronome =
90
4
7’40’’
Form
Doubled melody
Metronome =
100
5
8’23’’
Form
Doubled melody
Metronome
6

9’47’’

Soloing

Metronome

Form

LH walking bass
RH comping
Doubled melody

7

11’05’’

8
9

12’44’’
14’03’’

Form
Form

Doubled melody
Doubled melody

10
11

14’54’’
16’13’’

Form
Soloing

12

17’10’’

Form

Doubled melody
LH walking bass
RH soloing/comping
Doubled melody

N/A
Metronome =
110
Metronome
Metronome

13

18’47’’

14

20’24’’

Harmo
ny
Soloing

15

21’02’’

Soloing

16

21’41’’

Soloing

17
18
19

22’19’’
23’03’’
23’34’’

Form
Form
Soloing

20

24’28’’

Form

N/A
21

26’05’’
29’11’’

Form

22

30’51’’

Form

23

33’44’’

Soloing

24

35’37’’

Soloing

25

36’44’’

Soloing

26

38’02’’

Form

27

40’17’’

Soloing

28

41’20’’

Soloing

29

42’22’’

Form

Metronome

Metronome =
100
Metronome

RH voicings
LH bass
LH voicings
Metronome
RH soloing
LH walking bass
Metronome
RH soloing
LH walking bass
Metronome
RH soloing
Doubled melody
Metronome
Doubled melody
Faster
LH walking bass
N/A
RH soloing
LH walking bass
N/A
RH melody
Brief Interruption
LH voicings
N/A
RH melody
LH bass
N/A
RH melody
LH walking bass
N/A
RH melody
LH walking bass
N/A
RH melody
LH walking bass
N/A
RH melody
LH voicings
N/A
RH melody
LH voicings
N/A
RH soloing
LH voicings
N/A
RH soloing
LH voicings
N/A
RH melody

Structure
A, A, A, A
A, A, A, B, A
A (x11) B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, A, A, B,
A
A, A, A, A, B,
A
A, A, A, A, A,
B, A
A, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, A, B, A,
A
A (chordal)
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A,
Coda
A, A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
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“Oleo”

30

43’23’’

Form

31

45’06’’

Form

32

48’28’’

Form

33

49’48’’

Form

34

51’50’’

Form

35

53’20’’

Form

36

54’16’’

Soloing

37

55’14’’

Soloing

38

56’09’’

Soloing

39

57’24’’

Form

40

58’31’’

Form

41

59’13’’

Soloing

LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings, arpeggios
RH melody voiced in
chords
LH walking bass
RH melody
LH walking bass
RH melody

N/A

A, A, B, A

Slower

A, A, B, A

Faster

LH walking bass
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH melody
LH voicings
RH melody
LH walking bass
RH melody

N/A

Vamp intro,
A, A, B, A
Vamp intro,
A, A, A, A, B,
A
A, A, B, A

N/A

A, A, B, A

N/A

A, A, B, A

N/A

A, A, B, A

N/A

A, A, B, A

N/A

A, A, B, A

N/A

A

N/A

A

N/A

Total practice time 62’01’’
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Participant #6—David

Piece
“In Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1

2

3
4

5

David—Practice session #1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rTP_cT0cDI
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’11’’
Form
Arrangement:
“I’m not familiar
LH voicings/
with that ending, I
counter
think I might
melody
change that up”
RH melody/
voiced
1’30’’
Form
Arrangement:
N/A
Harmony LH voicings/
counter
melody
RH melody/
voiced
2’38’’
Form
LH voicings
N/A
Harmony RH
melody/voiced
3’42’’
Form
Voicing the
“Normally I would
Harmony melody in
try to figure out a
chords
way to play the
(drop 2, upper melody voiced in
structures)
chords which might
be a bit tricky on
this song, but I’m
going to try to do it
anyway”.
Slow practice
“I’m always kind of
looking for those
middle notes that,
with that voice
leading, that they
move and kinda
sound nice… I
think that contrary
motion is important
to get”
“Some chromatic
stuff”
“I really like to do
that same thing I
just did in C minor
on the Ab [minor]
as well… but I just
suck in that key”
7’28’’
Form
Arrangement:
Organisation of
Pedal point
arrangement.
“Maybe something
different for the
bridge… something
like a pedal”
“So chord voice
melody, pedal and
maybe some kind
of call and response
for the last A… C”

Structure
A, A, B, C

A, A, B, C

A, A, B, C
A, A, A

B, C, B, C
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6

9’02’’

Soloing

LH comping/
soloing
RH soloing/
comping
(interchangeable roles)
LH comping/
soloing
RH soloing/
comping
(interchangeable roles)
LH comping
RH soloing
Chord scale
theory

7

10’00’’

Soloing

8

11’01’’

Soloing

9

12’16’’

Soloing

10

14’49’’

Soloing

11

15’46’’

Soloing

12

17’54’’

Soloing

13

20’06’’

Soloing

14

20’47’’

Soloing

15

22’57’’

Soloing

16

24’03’’

Soloing

17

25’06’’

Soloing

Rhythmic
Improvisation
LH voicings
RH soloing

18

28’02’’

Soloing

Rhythmic
Improvisation

LH comping
RH soloing
LH comping
RH soloing
ii-V-I

LH comping
RH soloing
LH comping
RH soloing
Scales
Voicings
LH comping/
soloing
(interchangeably)
RH soloing
RH soloing

“Slower”
“Now improvising
on it is a completely
different story”

A, A, B, C

“The left hand isn’t
really swinging
today is it?”
Slow practice of
LH

A, A, B, C

Metronome
minim=80
“I think I just need
to run the scales”
“probably an
altered scale for that
I guess… maybe
the blues
diminished, I’ve
gotta figure out
how that goes”
Metronome
Isolating bars
Metronome
“I seem to suck at
the Abm7 Db7, the
ii-V into Gb so I’m
just going to run
that for a bit”
Isolating bars
Metronome

A, A, B, C
N/A

A, A, A
C (x14)

Metronome

A, A, A, A,
B, C
A, A, B

Free Form

Free Form

Metronome
minim=65 (slower)

A, A, B, C

Metronome
RH separate (C)
“Still rushing
those” (double time
licks)
Metronome
“I’m gonna play
nothing but quavers
in the first A and
then nothing but
triplets and to just
see if I can not
rush”

A, A, A

Metronome

A, A, A, B,
C

A (x9)
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LH voicings
RH soloing
Rhythmic
Improvisation
LH voicings
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH soloing
Ballad style
LH voicings
RH soloing
LH voicings
RH melody
voiced in
chords
Doubled
soloing
Arpeggios
Arpeggios
LH voicings
RH arpeggios
Call and
response
LH counter
melody
RH melody
Doubled
melody

19

29’21’’

Soloing

20

29’52’’

Soloing

21

30’37’’

Soloing

22

31’34’’

Soloing

23

35’06’’

Form
Soloing

24

38’08’’

Form

25

39’30’’

Soloing

26

40’55’’

Soloing

27

42’01’’

Form

28

43’11’’

Form

Doubled
melody

29

44’52’’

Soloing

30

46’04’’

Soloing

31

46’23’’

Form

32

47’07’’

Soloing

LH comping
RH soloing
LH comping
RH soloing
Doubled
melody
LH comping
RH soloing

33

47’41’’

Soloing

34
35

48’16’’
48’29’’

Harmony
Form

36

49’23’’

Form

37

50’07’’

Soloing

LH comping
RH soloing
Comping
Doubled
melody
Transposition
Transposition
(Gb major)
LH comping
RH soloing

Metronome
“I keep playing C’s
in the Gb major and
it sounds like shit!”
Metronome minim=
100
Metronome

C

Slow
Rubato

A, A, B, C,
Vamp

N/A

A, A

N/A

A, A, B, C

N/A

A, A, B, C

N/A

A, A, B, C

Slow
Hands separate and
together
Quote
Metronome =110
“Left hand can’t do
it… It’s too cold”
LH separate and
together
Repetition
Slow

A, A, A, B,
C

Slow

A

Metronome

A, A, B, C

Metronome
(same opening line
as performance)
Metronome
Quote
N/A
“Alright, I’m going
to nail the melody
and then I’m going
to some comping
over this”
N/A

A, A, B, C

Metronome

A, A, A, B

A, A, B, C
A, A, B, C

A, A, A

A, A, B, C

A, A, B, C
A
A, A, B, C,
C

A, A, B, C
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TV
commecial
Oleo

“St.
Thomas”
“Oleo”
and “St.
Thomas”
“Oleo”

38

50’58’’

Harmony

Comping
hands together
Comping
hands together
Quote

39

51’47’’

Harmony

40

52’23’’

Harmony

41

52’45’’

Harmony

Comping
hands together

42

54’17’’

Soloing

43

54’53’’

Soloing

44

55’28’’

Form

45

56’17’’

Form

LH comping
RH soloing
LH comping
RH soloing
LH bass
RH melody
Transposition

46

57’19’’

Soloing

47

58’14’’

Form

48

59’46’’

Form

49

61’11’’

Soloing

50

62’02’’

Soloing

51

62’57’’

Harmony

52

63’12’’

Harmony

53

66’18’’

Form

LH voicings
RH melody
LH
Reharmonisati
on
RH melody
RH melody
voiced in
chords
Rhythmic
improvisation
Rhythmic
improvisation
Comping
hands together
Comping
hands together
(drop 2)
Ballad style
LH
harmonised
RH melody
voiced in
chords

Metronome

A, A, B, C

Metronome

A, A, B, C

“I feel like that’s
from a pasta ad”
Slows down
“Let’s just do
fourths voicings”
Metronome

A

Metronome

A, A, B, C

N/A

A, A

Metronome
(slower)

A, A, B (St.
Thomas), C

RH separate

A, A, B, C

N/A

A, A, A, A,
A

“I’m just going to
try to use the same
chord on every
melody note”
“All quavers”

A, B, C

Semiquavers

A, A, B, C

N/A

A

“Let’s see if block
chords work”
Slower
N/A

A, A, A, A,
A

A, A, A, A,
B, C
A, A, B, C

A, A, B, C

A, A, ending

Total practice time 68’25’’
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Participant #7—Felix

Piece
“In Your
Own
Sweet
Way”

Chorus
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Felix—Practice session #1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdXqx-9nqjk
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
0’39’’
Form
RH melody
N/A
2’06’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome =
RH melody
65
3’16’’
Form
Transposition
Metronome
Comping
4’17’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome
RH melody
5’31’’
Harmony
LH walking bass
Metronome
6’34’’
Harmony
LH walking bass
Metronome
RH voicings
7’43’’
Form
LH walking bass
Slow
RH melody
8’41’’
Form
RH melody
Metronome =
70
9’44’’
Form
LH voicings
Metronome
RH melody
10’41’’ Form
LH voicings
Metronome
RH melody

11
12

11’12’’
11’49’’
12’21’’

Harmony
Form

13

13’32’’

Harmony

14
15
16

14’30’’
15’46’’
17’46’’

Form
Harmony
Form

17

19’15’’

Harmony

18

20’38’’

Form

19

22’11’’

Form

20
21

25’07’’
26’16’’

Form
Harmony

22

27’18’’

Form

23

28’46’’

24
25

29’33’’
30’45’’

Form
Soloing
Form
Transcription

26

35’40’’
36’17’’

Transcription

27

38’00’’

Form

28

40’43’’

Soloing

Brief Interruption
LH voicings
LH voicings
N/A
RH melody
LH stride
Metronome =
55
Stride
Metronome
LH stride
Metronome
Stride
Metronome
Reharmonisation
LH stride
N/A
Reharmonisation
Stride
Metronome
(last A)
Stride
Metronome
Brief Interruption
Stride
N/A
Harmony
LH stride
RH comping
Harmony
LH stride
RH comping
Improvisation
LH stride
RH soloing
Stride
N/A
Aural
N/A
memorisation
Brief Interruption
Aural
YouTube
memorisation
Ballad tempo
Rubato
(inspired by
recording)
LH soloing
Ballad tempo
Rubato

Structure
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, B, A
A, A, A
(repeats RH
melody)
A, A, B, A
A
A, A
A, A, A, A
A, A, A
(reharm)
A, A
A, A, A
(faster)
A, A, A
A, A
A, A
A, A
A
A, A

A, A, B, A

A, A, B, A
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29

43’19’’

Form
Soloing

30

45’15’’

Soloing

31
32
33

46’00’’
46’14’’
46’58’’

Form
Harmony

34

48’01’’

Soloing

35

48’50’’

Soloing

36

49’38’’

Soloing

37

52’10’’

Soloing

38

53’13’’

Soloing

39

56’22’’

Soloing

40

57’24’’

Soloing

41

58’10’’

Soloing

42

59’00’’

Transcription

LH voicings
RH
melody/soloing
LH Stride
RH
melody/soloing
RH soloing

Original
tempo

A, A, B, A,
Vamp

Metronome =
A, A, B
75
Brief Interruption
RH melody
N/A
A, A, B, A
Voicings LH
N/A
A, A, B, A
walking bass
RH comping
RH soloing
Metronome
A, A, B, A
Quoting
RH soloing
Metronome
A, A, B, A
Quoting
RH soloing
Repetition
A (lick), B,
Lick revision
A
RH soloing
Metronome
A, A, A, B
Quoting
Lick revision
Repetition
A, A, B
Quoting
LH bass
N/A
A, A, B
RH soloing
LH bass
Slower
A, A, B
RH soloing
LH bass
N/A
A, B
RH soloing
Aural
YouTube
memorisation
Total practice time 61’13’’
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Participant #8—William

Piece
“Oleo”

William—Practice session #1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NujL3bxq9Bg (Audio only)
Chorus Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
1
0’39’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
2
1’56’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
3
2’25’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
4
2’49’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
5
3’20’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
6
3’54’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
7
4’35’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
8
5’01’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
9
5’18’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
10
6’16’’
Form
LH bass
Repetition
RH melody
Hands separate
11
7’55’’
Form
Doubled melody
N/A
12
8’16’’
Harmony Voicings/Comping
N/A
hands together
13
8’58’’
Harmony Voicings/Comping
N/A
hands together
14
10’35’’ Harmony Voicings/reharmoni N/A
sation/RH soloing
15
11’44’’ Harmony Voicings/reharmoni Rhythmic sounds
sation
with mouth
16
12’22’’ Form
LH bass
N/A
RH melody/soloing
17
13’26’’ Form
LH bass
Faster/slows down
RH melody
Repetition
18
15’11’’ Form
LH bass
N/A
RH melody
19
15’39’’ Form
LH bass
N/A
RH melody
20
16’16’’ Form
LH bass
N/A
RH melody
21
17’11’’ Form
Doubled melody
Faster
22
17’57’’ Form
Doubled melody
Faster
23
18’16’’ Form
Doubled melody
Faster
Repetition
24
19’29’’ Form
Doubled melody
N/A
25
20’05’’ Form
LH bass
Repetition
RH melody
26
21’07’’ Form
LH bass
N/A
RH melody
27
21’41’’ Form
LH bass
Repetition
RH melody
28
23’10’’ Form
LH bass
N/A
RH melody
29
23’43’’ Form
Doubled melody
N/A
30
24’10’’ Form
Doubled melody
“FYI I’m now trying
to learn the head by
memory”
Memorisation
31
24’35’’ Form
Doubled melody
Repetition
32

26’12’’

Soloing

33

26’25’’

Form

LH voicings
RH soloing
Doubled melody

Structure
A, A, B, A
A
A
A
A, A
A
A, A
A
A, A, B, A
A
A
A, A
A, B
A, B, A
A
A, B
A, A
A, A
A, A
A
A, A, B, A
A, A
A, A, B, A
A
A, A, A
A, A
A, A, A, A,
B
A, A
A, A
A

N/A

A, A, A, A,
B,
A

Repetition

A, A
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34
35

28’16’’
29’09’’

Form
Form

Doubled melody
Doubled melody

36
37
38

29’55’’
30’40’’
31’44’’

Form
Form
Form

Doubled melody
Doubled melody
Doubled melody

39
40
41
42

32’01’’
32’32’’
32’57’’
22’49’’

Form
Form
Form
Soloing

43

34’04’’

44
45

36’30’’
36’47’’

46

38’16’’

47

39’20’’

48

40’40’’

49

40’01’’

50

42’31’’

51

43’19’’
45’28’’
46’42’’

N/A
Slower
Vocalised
N/A
N/A
“See if I can get that
down without a
fumble”
Vocalised
N/A
Faster
N/A

A
A, A
A
A, A, B, A
A

Doubled melody
A
Doubled melody
A, A
Doubled melody
A, B
LH voicings
A, A,
RH soloing
Discussion of form and
comparison of other forms like “Fly Me to the Moon”
“That’s probably the most time in my life I’ve spent on a head. It’s just
one of those awkward ones where you can’t… the melody, it’s on off
beats and that’s what makes the melody so distinct. You can’t fudge
your way through it. I mean, a lot of jazz standards you kind of can fuck
around with timing, this one you can’t. The time and the melody is
critical. I mean just an example, you look at something simple like “Fly
me to the Moon” (plays and sings), you know? You can change that to
(plays and sings).
Harmony Voicings
N/A
A
Soloing
LH bass
N/A
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
Soloing
LH bass
“It’s kinda
A, B, A
RH soloing
awkward having
this thing
recording because
you’ve gotta stay
somewhat focused
as opposed to just
drift off and muck
around”
Soloing
LH bass
N/A
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
Soloing
LH bass
N/A
B, A
RH soloing
Soloing
LH bass
“Alright, anyway
A, B, A
RH soloing
mucking around
not really with
any clear intent
just blowing and
seeing what
happens”
Form
LH voicings
“InYour Own
A, A, B
RH melody in
Sweet Way, never
chords
heard this one in
my life”
Form
LH voicings
N/A
A, B, A
RH melody in
chords
Form
RH melody only
Vocalised
A, A, B, A
Discussion of harmony
“It’s tough isn’t it? And the best I can really do is sit on it over a night
or over however long to let the melody just sit in my head so I can kind
of voice it appropriately as I personally see fit rather than just using the
chord symbols that are on the page. Cos otherwise it’s just more or less
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Piece
“Oleo”

52
53

47’34’’
48’14’’

54

50’06’’

55

51’22’’

56

52’49’’

Chorus
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

sight reading rather than embellishing a song in your own kind of way”
Form
RH melody only
N/A
A, A, B, A
Form
LH voicings
N/A
A, A, B, A
RH melody voiced in
chords
Form
LH voicings
N/A
A
RH melody voiced in
chords
Form
LH voicings
N/A
A, A, B, A
RH melody voiced in
chords
Soloing N/A
N/A
N/A
Total practising time 53’08’’

William—Practice session #2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvstuQuvjds (Audio only)
Time
MoJP
JPC
PS
Structure
0’35’’
Form
Doubled
N/A
A, A. B, A
melody
1’17’’
Soloing LH bass
N/A
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
1’58’’
Soloing LH bass
N/A
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
2’40’’
Soloing LH bass
N/A
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
3’11’’
Soloing LH bass
N/A
A, A, A, B,
RH soloing
A
4’04’’
Form
Doubled
“It’s not particularly polished
A, A, B, A
melody
that last one and I really don’t
know the changes all that well
in a sense that it’s not really
coming naturally/fluently.
5’57’’
Soloing LH voicings
“Actually, yeah. I might do
A, B
RH soloing
that. Give another blow, bring
it down to tempo. In fact that’s
really what ideally you should
do if you don’t know the
changes”
6’35’’
Form
Doubled
Slower
A, A, B, A
melody
7’18’’
Soloing LH bass
Slower
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
8’03’’
Soloing LH bass
Slower
A, B
RH soloing
8’25’’
Soloing LH bass
Slower
A, B
RH soloing
8’51’’
Soloing LH bass
Slower
A, A, B
RH soloing
9’02’’
Soloing LH bass
Slower
A, B
RH soloing
9’30’’
Soloing LH bass
Slower
A, B
RH soloing
9’57’’
Soloing LH voicings
Slower
A
RH soloing
10’11
Discusses frustration
“Man! I can’t solo over this for shit! I can’t really structure anything
good now I think about it. Probably get away with it on the gig just
doing a couple of choruses but in terms of an elaborate solo that’s
tasteful and strung together, really cohesively with a degree of
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17

10’55’’

18

12’20’’

19

14’36’’

20

16’04’’

21

17’04’’

22

18’13’’

23

19’02’’

continuity, it’s not happening. That’s just all due to the fact that I suck!
[laughs]”
Form
LH voicings
N/A
A, A, B, A
RH melody
voiced in
chords
Form
12/8 time
N/A
A, A, B, A
signature
Soloing LH voicings
N/A
A, A, B
RH soloing
Form
12/8 time
N/A
A
signature
LH voicings
RH melody
Soloing LH bass
N/A
A, A, B, A
RH soloing
Soloing LH bass
N/A
A, B, A
RH soloing
Form
Doubled
N/A
A, A, B, A
melody
Total practising time 20’19’’

Appendix E
The University of Sydney Human Research Ethics
Committee (HREC) approval
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Research Integrity
Human Research Ethics Committee

Tuesday, 17 December 2013
Dr Helen Mitchell
Conservatorium Admin; Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Email: helen.mitchell@sydney.edu.au

Dear Dr Helen Mitchell
I am pleased to inform you that the University of Sydney Conservatorium of Music Low Risk
Subcommittee has approved your project entitled “Jazz Improvisation Practice for the Pianist”.
Details of the approval are as follows:
Project No.:

2013/947

Approval Date:

17 December 2013

First Annual Report Due: 17 December 2014
Authorised Personnel:

Mitchell Helen; Gough Daniel;

Documents Approved:
Date Uploaded
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Document Name
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Advertisements/Flyer

Flyer Advertisement
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Interview Questions
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Participant Consent Form

Participant Consent Form

19/11/2013

Participant Info Statement

Participant Information Statement

HREC approval is valid for four (4) years from the approval date stated in this letter and is granted
pending the following conditions being met:
Condition/s of Approval
Continuing compliance with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving
Humans.
Provision of an annual report on this research to the Human Research Ethics Committee from
the approval date and at the completion of the study. Failure to submit reports will result in
withdrawal of ethics approval for the project.
All serious and unexpected adverse events should be reported to the HREC within 72 hours.
All unforeseen events that might affect continued ethical acceptability of the project should be
reported to the HREC as soon as possible.
Research Integrity
Research Portfolio
Level 6, Jane Foss Russell
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 Australia

T +61 2 8627 8111
F +61 2 8627 8177
E ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au
sydney.edu.au

ABN 15 211 513 464
CRICOS 00026A
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Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR MICHAEL WEBB
SENIOR LECTURER & CHAIR OF MUSIC
EDUCATION

Room 2123
Conservatorium of Music C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile: +61 2 9351 1287
Email: michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

JAZZ IMPROVISATION PRACTICE FOR THE PIANIST
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION STATEMENT
(1) What is the study about?
You are invited to participate in a study of how jazz pianists practise. We hope to learn different
methods of practising and performance strategies and to evaluate what is regarded as effective
musical practice for a jazz pianist.
(2) Who is carrying out the study?
The study is being conducted by Daniel Gough and will form the basis for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy at The University of Sydney under the supervision of Dr Michael Webb, Senior Lecturer
and Chair of Music Education.
(3) What does the study involve?
Firstly, you will be given two pieces selected from the standard jazz repertoire to practise, along with a
portable recording device to record your practice sessions of these two pieces over the duration of one
week. You will be encouraged to talk aloud throughout the recorded sessions, explaining what you are
practising, how and why. There is no set requirement in respect to how long and how often you should
practise, you are in fact encouraged to decide these factors for yourself, to help simulate an authentic
‘individual’ practice session, commensurate with your usual day-to-day practice routine.
Secondly, after the duration of the week, you will be invited to present your prepared repertoire as a
short ‘performance’, at a time and place to be arranged to suit your availability, at the Sydney
Conservatorium.
To complete your involvement in the study, there will be a brief interview held at the conclusion of your
performance presentation, regarding your practice methods.
(4) How much time will the study take?
The total duration of your participation in this study is one week, and it is anticipated that you would
record, over this period, at least one hour’s worth of practising.
At the conclusion of one week you will be asked to perform your practised pieces for a recording, and
to answer some questions about your practice methods. This performance/interview will take
approximately 30 minutes of your time.
Jazz Improvisation Practice for the Pianist
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(5) Can I withdraw from the study?
Being in this study is completely voluntary - you are not under any obligation to consent and - if you do
consent - you can withdraw at any time without affecting your relationship with The University of
Sydney.
(6) Will anyone else know the results?
All aspects of the study, including results, will be strictly confidential and only the researchers will have
access to information on participants. A report of the study may be submitted for publication.
(7) Will the study benefit me?
This study will benefit jazz pianists and music educators by extending our understanding of the various
approaches jazz pianists use to practice improvisation. You will be offered detailed information on the
results of the study when the project has been completed.
(8) Can I tell other people about the study?
Yes
(9) What if I require further information about the study or my involvement in it?
When you have read this information, Daniel Gough will discuss it with you further and answer any
questions you may have. If you would like to know more at any stage, please feel free to contact
Daniel Gough by email dgou1041@uni.sydney.edu.au
(10) What if I have a complaint or any concerns?
Any person with concerns or complaints about the conduct of a research study can contact The
Manager, Human Ethics Administration, University of Sydney on +61 2 8627 8176 (Telephone); +61 2
8627 8177 (Facsimile) or ro.humanethics@sydney.edu.au (Email).
This information sheet is for you to keep
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Sydney Conservatorium of Music

ABN 15 211 513 464

DR MICHAEL WEBB
SENIOR LECTURER & CHAIR OF MUSIC EDUCATION

Room 2123
Conservatorium of Music C41
The University of Sydney
NSW 2006 AUSTRALIA
Telephone: +61 2 9351 1332
Facsimile:
+61 2 9351 1287
Email:
michael.webb@sydney.edu.au
Web: http://www.sydney.edu.au/

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
I, ...........................................................................................[PRINT NAME], give consent to
my participation in the research project
TITLE: Jazz Improvisation Practice for the Pianist
In giving my consent I acknowledge that:
1.

The procedures required for the project and the time involved have been explained to
me, and any questions I have about the project have been answered to my
satisfaction.

2.

I have read the Participant Information Statement and have been given the
opportunity to discuss the information and my involvement in the project with the
researcher/s.

3.

I understand that being in this study is completely voluntary – I am not under any
obligation to consent.

4.

I understand that my involvement is strictly confidential. I understand that any
research data gathered from the results of the study may be published.

5.

I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time, without affecting my
relationship with the researcher(s) or the University of Sydney now or in the future.
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I consent to:
• Audio-recording

YES

• Video-recording

YES

• Receiving Feedback

YES

o
o
o

NO
NO
NO

o
o
o

If you answered YES to the “Receiving Feedback” question, please provide your
details i.e. mailing address, email address.
Feedback Option
Address: _______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Email:

_______________________________________________________

............................. ...................................................
Signature

............................. ....................................................
Please PRINT name
..................................................................................
Date
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DR MICHAEL WEBB
SENIOR LECTURER & CHAIR OF MUSIC EDUCATION

Room 2123
Conservatorium of Music C41
The University of Sydney
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Calling all Jazz Pianists!

How do jazz pianists become expert musicians?
What are the ways

YOU practise jazz?

You are invited by the Sydney Conservatorium to participate in a
study on how jazz pianists practise. We hope to learn about jazz
pianists’ practice and performance approaches and how they
develop improvisation skills.
If you are interested please feel free to contact
Daniel Gough
dgou1041@uni.sydney.edu.au
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